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thin layer of alumina on a solid beam and hollowing out the internal mold, resulting in the same overall
dimensions with nanoscale wall thickness. Due to their significantly reduced weight, these hollow
cantilevers exhibit low quality factors and comparable resonant frequencies to the solid cantilever,
resulting in increased bandwidth and, correspondingly, capabilities for high imaging rate. In the second
strategy, a self-deployable silicon-based propeller for microflyer is made with lightweight polymeric film.
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propeller exhibits lightweight yet sufficient thrust for flight which is promising for application in microaerial vehicles (MAVs) with potential to integrate MEMS sensors. Lastly, the last strategy is currently
being explored by making thin composites. Thin composites can be made with a sandwich plate structure
of materials with microscale thicknesses. Materials like carbon fiber and Mylar provides lightweight
potentials that can be mechanical enhanced when reinforced by supplementary materials such as
aluminum or alumina. These developments demonstrate the use of microfabrication to create lightweight
structures with unique functionalities.
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ABSTRACT
LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES ENABLED BY MICROFABRICATION
Wujoon Cha
Igor Bargatin
Lightweight structures are the product of the science of making things as light as
possible with constraints, which is conventionally referred to light yet sufficiently
strong or stiff. The recent advancements in microfabrication have allowed the manufacture of structures with unprecedented properties. In this work, three strategies
of achieving lightweight structures are explored: (1) hollowing, (2) folding, and (3)
lightweight composites. The first strategy is demonstrated by creating a hollow flexural atomic force microscopy (AFM) cantilever. The hollow cantilevers are made by
conformally depositing a thin layer of alumina on a solid beam and hollowing out the
internal mold, resulting in the same overall dimensions with nanoscale wall thickness.
Due to their significantly reduced weight, these hollow cantilevers exhibit low quality factors and comparable resonant frequencies to the solid cantilever, resulting in
increased bandwidth and, correspondingly, capabilities for high imaging rate. In the
second strategy, a self-deployable silicon-based propeller for microflyer is made with
lightweight polymeric film. The propeller can be initially folded and then deployed
by the apparent centrifugal force from rotation. The propeller exhibits lightweight
yet sufficient thrust for flight which is promising for application in micro-aerial vehivi

cles (MAVs) with potential to integrate MEMS sensors. Lastly, the last strategy is
currently being explored by making thin composites. Thin composites can be made
with a sandwich plate structure of materials with microscale thicknesses. Materials
like carbon fiber and Mylar provides lightweight potentials that can be mechanical
enhanced when reinforced by supplementary materials such as aluminum or alumina.
These developments demonstrate the use of microfabrication to create lightweight
structures with unique functionalities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Lightweight
Structures
1.1

Introduction

Lightweight structures are the product of “the science and the art of making things
– parts, products, structures – as light as possible, within constraints” [1]. They innately refer to structures that can replace bulk heavy structures with lighter designs
and materials. The development of structures with low weight has been spearheaded
by the fields of architecture and transportation reducing the weight of a system can
greatly benefit fuel economy, improve energy efficiency, and reduce the waste of material. These efforts were primarily driven by mechanical motivation: low weight yet
strong and stiff. The resulting products include various shell structures, deployable
devices, composite materials, sandwich panels, and hierarchical structures [2, 3].

The key to successful lightweight structures relies on ”how” to reduce the mass of a
system while achieving the desired functions or properties. There are numerous creative and innovative approaches to lower the weight and achieve functional lightweight
1

structures. The following are highlighted in this work: (1) dematerialization by hollow and hierarchical structures, (2) creative functional assembly that can be folded,
and (3) composite configuration of materials.

1.2

Hollow Structures

A beam under bending moment has maximum stress located at its outermost perimeter. This allows the advantage of hollow beams which can resist bending almost as
effectively as a solid beam of the same cross-sectional area with much-reduced weight.
Similarly, in the case of torsion, a hollow circular tube is stiffer than a solid rod of
the same mass. The mechanical efficiency of cross-sectional shape can be described
by shape factors of bending and torsional stiffness given by

ϕbending =

12I
A2

ϕtorsion = 7.14

J
A2

(1.1)
(1.2)

where I is the second moment of inertia, J is the torsion constant, and A is the
cross-sectional area. Both factors become 1 for a solid square section. However, for
a hollow section with thin walls, I and J scales linearly with the wall thickness t
whereas A2 scales quadratically, resulting in values of ϕbending and ϕtorsion that scale
with t−1 . This suggests that as the walls of the hollow sections become smaller, the
mechanical efficiency becomes higher. Similar enhancement can be seen for bending
and torsional strengths with scaling to the wall thickness of t−1/2 .
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Because of these mechanical advantages, hollow designs can be found in both structural materials [4–8] and nature [9]. Apart from the mechanical perspective, hollow
geometries also present a pathway to unique thermal, electrical, and acoustic properties of a structure [10–14]. The resonant properties of hollow resonators, however,
are often less highlighted. A resonator with lower mass m can achieve high resonant frequencies, which are related to m−1/2 . Nanomechanical resonators effectively
achieve mass reduction and the corresponding increase in resonant frequency by scaling down the size [15, 16]. However, since the stiffness scales cubically with the
thickness (i.e., t3 ) for a solid-beam-flexural resonator (e.g., cantilever), for instance,
mechanical stability becomes an issue for a very thin resonator. In other words, the
resonant frequency and the spring constant of a solid cantilever resonator are typically intertwined. Resonators with hollow sections provide an attractive alternative
for reducing mass and increase the shape factors by using thinner walls. For very
thin walls, a hollow cantilever obtains stiffness that scales linearly with the thickness
(i.e., t1 ) and its resonant frequency can be varied by the change of wall thickness
independently from the changes of its stiffness.

1.3

Deployable/Foldable Structures

Deployable or foldable structures are motivated by their ability to change shape that
can lead to unique mechanical structures. These structures typically undergo the
transformation from a compact, folded state to an extended, deployed state. A wellknown example is an umbrella that is normally packed but expands to provide shelter
from rain or sun. The umbrella is an effective foldable structure as it is portable with
low weight and reliably fold and unfold into desired configurations. Similar requirements are posed for aerospace devices which must be stowed when launched to be not
damaged but allowed to deploy into a large area of photovoltaic panels or reflector
3

antenna [17].

The concept of foldability presents an interesting avenue for innovative structures. Inspired by nature [18] and origami theories [19], various folding microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) and robots were fabricated [20–24]. These foldable structures can
be useful for small-scale robots, such as micro-aerial vehicles (MAVs) [25, 26], whose
components are small and often need to be compacted.

1.4

Sandwich Structures

A sandwich structure is a type of composite material that consists of stiff and thin
skins connected by a lightweight and softer core [27]. As a beam’s bending stiffnessto-weight is increased by a hollow geometry, a sandwich plate achieves high bending
stiffness by placing load-bearing face sheets far away from the neutral axis enabled by
a thick core. First patented by von Karman and P. Stock in 1924 for a design of a fuselage for a glider plane [28], sandwich construction has long been applied in aerospace
engineering, in which both mechanical stability and low weight are critical criteria for
a successful performance. Earlier designs included the use of lightweight cores like
paper and balsa wood reinforced by steel or iron faces. Modern constructions often
select fibrous composite skins, such as carbon fiber and Kevlar, attached to materials
like ceramic aerogels [29], cellulose nanofiber [12–14], magnesium alloy [30, 31], and
aluminum alloy [32–34]. For minimum weight and high mechanical efficiency, the
cores are frequently perforated or corrugated [35–37].

The principle of sandwich structures primarily focuses on employing a thick but
lightweight core to increase the equivalent moment of inertia that in turn increases
equivalent bending stiffness or flexural rigidity. Traditional macroscale sandwich
4

plates achieve this by manufacturing face sheets and core materials separately and
bonding them with adhesives. However, this conventional technique is difficult for
sandwich plates with smaller scales because adhesive can add excessive mass comparable to or greater than that of the sandwich plate. Thus, many recent studies
on sandwich plates with micrometer and millimeter thicknesses have developed the
fabrication of monolithic structures [38–41]. The use of adhesive, nonetheless, allows
a more cost-effective method that can combine different materials or geometries creatively [42–44]. For thin composites, an adhesive, which can be thermally molded,
can enable the formation of complex structures [45].

1.5

Outline and Objectives

The goal of this dissertation is to present the developments of lightweight structures
utilizing the above strategies and microfabrication processes with microscale components. In this work, first, the “dematerialization” method was demonstrated by
creating hollow beams and resonators, whose mechanical and resonance properties
depended greatly on their hollow geometries (Chapter 2). Second, the “functional assembly” approach was achieved by fabricating foldable structures using silicon in the
forms of deployable wings to demonstrate their functionalities (Chapter 3). Lastly,
thin composites were developed to obtain ”sandwich structures” that are sufficiently
stiff yet thin so that they can be used as lightweight structural elements (Chapter 4).
The list of presented works with their characteristic thicknesses is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Summary of different projects to achieve lightweight structures investigated
in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Hollow Resonator with Nanoscale
Wall Thickness
2.1

Introduction and Motivation

The mass-reducing hollow geometry provides a unique advantage in resonators. A
resonator’s fundamental oscillation frequency, bending stiffness, and damping are determined by the operation environment, resonator material, and, more importantly,
its geometry and mass. Typically, for a solid flexural resonator (e.g., cantilever),
the resonance frequency is proportional to the thickness/height as given by the relationship: f0 ∝ cH/L2 , where c is the speed of sound of the resonator material, H
is the height, and L is a characteristic lateral dimension (e.g., the length of a cantilever beam). Hence, to maintain high resonant frequency, the scaling down of height
must be paired with reducing lateral dimensions [46–48]. In contrast, the resonant
frequency of a hollow beam geometry is roughly independent of the wall thickness
and is mainly determined by the overall height of the beam. Previously, our group
demonstrated a hollow structure named Nanocardboard for its geometric similarity
to macroscopic cardboard with two face sheets connected by a webbing [40]. Due
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to its hollow geometry, Nanocardboard exhibits comparable resonant frequency to a
solid beam with a similar overall dimension yet has one to three orders of magnitude
smaller mass and stiffness. As a result, hollow resonators can achieve high resonant
frequency and low spring constant with thin wall thicknesses. This is advantageous
for nanomechanical resonators with a nanoscale thickness (< 100 nm), which were
shown to have high sensitivity and large surface-to-volume ratio suitable for mass
detection [49–51], biological [52–55], and chemical [56, 57] applications, to be coupled with dynamic characteristics of high resonant frequency [58–61]. This chapter
explores the properties of hollow resonators with ultrathin walls that were demonstrated by hollow atomic force microscopy (AFM) cantilevers.

2.2
2.2.1

Background
Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful probe microscopy tool that can image
and study a variety of samples using microcantilevers [62]. An AFM system consists
of a cantilever probe, a sample stage, an optical lever system, and a control system
(Figure 2.1). The probe’s typically sharp tip interacts with the sample surface and
the resulting force causes the cantilever to deflect. The deflection is measured by
the laser reflected off the cantilever’s backside and collected at the photodiode. This
optical lever mechanism amplifies the signal and allows AFM to measure cantilever
deflections as low as 10−12 m and image samples with molecular and atomic resolution [63]. There are three common modes of operation for AFM: contact, noncontact
(also known as frequency modulation), and intermittent contact (IC) (also known as
tapping, dynamic contact, or amplitude modulation).
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram showing the typical operation of an AFM instrument
and its components. The cantilever response to a topographic change is magnified by the
reflected laser collected at a photodiode, and the time for the cantilever to reach the steady
state is related to the cantilever geometry.

Contact Mode
In contact mode, the probe is kept in mechanical contact with the sample surface,
whose topography induces a vertical cantilever deflection. A feedback loop keeps the
deflection at a constant as the probe laterally scans across the sample and constructs
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an image with high resolution. As both the tip and the sample are in physical contact,
which may lead to damage, contact mode AFM is usually not suitable for soft samples.

Noncontact Mode
In noncontact mode, on the other hand, the cantilever is not in direct contact and,
instead, it oscillates with an amplitude of a few nanometers (< 10 nm). The longrange forces, including van der Waals force, caused by the interaction of the tip and
the sample surface change the resonant frequency of the cantilever. An image is
constructed by the feedback loop which maintains the oscillation amplitude or the
frequency at a constant. Although the risk of mechanical damage is lowered in this
technique, the superficial fluidic layer that can form between the tip and the sample
can obscure the surface, resulting in a low-resolution image.

Intermittent-Contact (IC) Mode
IC mode operates similarly to the noncontact mode in that the cantilever is driven
at or near its resonant frequency. However, the oscillation amplitude is typically
100 − 200 nm and the cantilever comes in contact with the sample surface intermittently. During a scan, the feedback system adjusts the vertical distance of the
cantilever to the sample surface to maintain constant amplitude or frequency. Because in the IC mode with properly chosen parameters the tips make contact only
minimally [64], the large lateral friction seen in the contact mode is avoided and the
liquid meniscus that produces a barrier in the noncontact mode is effectively removed.
Therefore, IC mode has become the most commonly used AFM imaging strategy, especially for soft chemical and biological systems [65–68].
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The performance of IC-mode imaging depends on two important cantilever resonant
properties: the resonant frequency f0 and quality factor Q. Due to the force acting
on the cantilever when the tip comes close to the surface, the cantilever’s oscillation amplitude varies with topographic variations. When such change occurs, the
AFM adjusts the tip’s average height measured from the surface to recover desired
amplitude. This requires several vibrational cycles for the cantilever to reach the
steady-state amplitude after the height is changed. The resonant frequency quantifies how quickly the cantilever would go through the vibrational cycles and, therefore,
high resonant frequencies are associated with a high scan rate. In addition, due to the
intrinsic material friction and the external damping, the cantilever loses energy. The
quality factor characterizes this energy transfer by the ratio of the stored energy to
the energy lost per cycle and quantifies how many cycles the cantilever would need to
recover its steady state. In other words, a low-quality factor indicates large damping
that corresponds to fewer cycles required to recover steady-state oscillation. The ratio
of the resonant frequency to the quality factor, defined by the bandwidth Ω = πf0 /Q,
determines how fast the cantilever can respond to topographic changes [69]. Having
a high f0 and low Q, therefore, maximizes the bandwidth of a cantilever and, thus,
the imaging speed.

Imaging Speed Challenge of AFM
Despite its capabilities, AFM imaging in IC mode can be limited by low bandwidth
caused by high quality factors, requiring tens of seconds or longer for a high-resolution
image. This is orders of magnitude larger than characteristic timescales of many dynamic processes, such as some biological samples [70], and can result in an otherwise
11

obscured or blurred image in AFM [71, 72].

To address this issue, there have been many efforts to increase the AFM bandwidth.
One approach involves miniaturizing the size of AFM cantilevers, resulting in high
resonant frequencies in the megahertz range [46–48, 73]. These small cantilevers have
been used in a liquid environment, in which the quality factor is low due to large
viscous damping, enabling high-speed AFM (HS-AFM) of biological samples [74, 75].
However, small cantilevers can be more difficult to interrogate optically and to align
the laser with the optical lever system. Additionally, they need to operate very close
to the surfaces, increasing the risk of crashing the cantilever edge with even a small
tilt error. To overcome these difficulties, additional adjustments to the AFM system
may be necessary, such as optical lenses to reduce the diameter of the laser beam [76]
and scanners to reduce the force between the tip and the sample [77].

Another approach is to reduce the quality factor by conducting AFM in a more viscous environment [78] or using active feedback control to adjust the effective damping [79, 80]. Unfortunately, these are often incompatible with traditional AFM systems, requiring additional components. Furthermore, the liquid condition can be
limiting as most IC-mode operation is in the air.

Damage and Wear Challenge of AFM
During an AFM operation, the probe can experience damage and wear. For instance,
during alignment, a probe could break if the sample stage is brought too close to
the cantilever, deforming it greatly. This is worsened by the high bending stiffness k
of typical IC-mode cantilever probes that enable high resonant frequencies but make
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them snap at relatively small displacement. For this reason, contact-mode cantilevers,
which need to make physical contact with the sample surface, are typically softer with
one or two orders of magnitude smaller spring constant than the typical IC-mode cantilevers.

The more common yet critical problem is tip wear. During a scan, despite the fact
that in IC mode the tip-sample interaction time duration is lessened, the cantilever
nonetheless frequently makes contact with the surface. For example, a cantilever
with a 300 kHz resonant frequency would tap a sample roughly 150 million times
to obtain a single 256×256-pixel image at a 1 Hz line rate. Such a large number of
contacts can eventually cause tip abrasion [64, 81]. A worn-out or damaged tip can
result in images with lower resolution or distortion, lower stability, and inaccurate
measurements. Various wear-resistant cantilevers were developed [82–89], but they
feature relatively low bandwidths and are not suitable for higher AFM imaging speed.

2.2.2

Objective

The focus of this chapter is on the development of cantilevers with hollow crosssections with nanoscale wall thicknesses that can potentially address both the imagingspeed and tip-wear challenges of AFM. We demonstrate this with hollow AFM cantilevers made up of alumina (Al2 O3 ) shells with nanoscale thicknesses created by
atomic layer deposition. These hollow cantilevers have relatively high resonant frequencies f0 but significantly lower quality factors Q and spring constants k compared
to those of their solid counterparts. These properties depend on the wall thickness
and have the potential to be tunable, achieving higher bandwidths with lower wall
thickness. Additionally, we show that hollow cantilevers withstand large bending de13

formation and exhibit mechanical resilience as well as wear-resistance against scanning
of hard ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) surface, making the hollow cantilevers
viable for long-lasting studies.

2.3

Resonant Properties of Hollow Cantilevers

The resonant frequency f0 is the fundamental natural frequency at which the resonator vibrates without being driven and typically results in maximum amplitude
when driven. For most resonator development having a higher f0 is desirable as it enables higher sensitivity. For example, a mass-sensing resonator measures the change
in frequencies due to the change of mass, and the sensitivity, or the minimum measurable mass, is proportional to its resonant frequency [49,90–92]. The value of resonant
frequency is determined mainly by the stiffness and the mass of the system; the stiffer
and lighter the resonator is, the higher the resonant frequency.

The quality factor is associated with the damping or the energy loss during the cycle
of vibrating motion. Although there are multiple mechanisms of energy dissipation,
including thermoelastic energy dissipation and clamping loss, viscous damping due to
the surrounding fluid is a dominant factor for resonators operating in a non-vacuum
environment. The interaction between the fluid and the resonator’s moving body
hinders the oscillation. The relative significance of the fluid amplifies as the mass of
the resonator becomes lighter; the lighter the resonator is in air, the larger the quality
factor.

In this section, we examine the theoretical background that reveals the impact of a
cantilever’s geometry on its resonant properties.
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2.3.1

Resonance of a Cantilever Beam

Cantilever as Simple Harmonic Oscillator
The response of a cantilever can be understood by considering the cantilever as a
single-degree-of-freedom spring-mass system whose resonant frequency and quality
factor can be found as

1
f0 =
2π
Q=

r

k
m

(2.1)

2πf0 m
γ

(2.2)

where m is the effective cantilever mass, k is the spring constant, and γ is the damping coefficient. Note that the effective mass can be approximated as

33
m,
140 c

where mc

is the mass of the cantilever [93].

In viscous fluids, such as water and air, a skin of fluid is dragged along the oscillating
cantilever, resisting the cantilever’s motion as shown in Figure 2.2(a). This resistance
can be interpreted as an added mass of fluid to the cantilever’s motion [94–98]. The
resulting damped resonant frequency f0 and the quality factor Q of a cantilever with
mass mc can be found by shifting Eqn. (2.1) and Eqn. (2.2) by the added mass of the
fluid mf that effectively moves along with the cantilever as

1
f0 =
2π

s

k
mc + mf
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(2.3)

Figure 2.2. Illustrations of (a) added mass of fluid for a cantilever immersed in a viscous
fluid (i.e., air and water) and (b) rectangular cantilever dimensions used in this work for
theoretical calculations.

Q=

2πf0 (mc + mf )
γ

(2.4)

The values of mf and γ is described by the interaction between the resonating body
and the surrounding environment quantified by the hydrodynamic force [95] as

mf =
γ=

π
ρf W 2 LΓre
4

π2
ρf W 2 Lf0 Γim
2

(2.5)
(2.6)

where ρf is the density of the surrounding fluid, W , H, and L are cantilever width,
height, and length, respectively (Figure 2.2(b)), and Γre and Γim are the real and
imaginary parts, respectively, of hydrodynamic function Γ, which is a dimensionless
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term that represents the pressure of the surrounding fluid on an oscillating rectangle
in 2D [95, 96]. The Γ is a function of the frequency of oscillation as it depends on the
Reynolds number Re, which the modified form for resonant frequency is given as

Re =

πρf f0 W 2
2µ

(2.7)

where µ is the viscosity of the fluid. For typical IC-mode cantilevers, whose width W
ranges from 30 µm to 50 µm and nominal frequencies are around 300 kHz, operating
in air (ρf = 1.225 kg/m3 , µ = 18.6 P a · s), the Reynolds number ranges from roughly
4 to 12, indicating an almost purely laminar flow regime. The expression of Γ for
both circular and rectangular beams can be found in Ref. [95]. The dependence of
hydrodynamic function and loading on the Reynolds number is shown in Appendix A.

Substituting Eqn. (2.5) and Eqn. (2.6) into Eqn. (2.3) and Eqn. (2.4) results in
damped the resonant frequency and the quality factor which are given as

s
f0(f ) = f0(v)

Qf =

1
1+

4ρc H
πρf W

πρ W
( 4ρfc H )Γre

+ Γre

Γim

(2.8)

(2.9)

where the fundamental flexural resonant frequency f0(v) is from Eqn. (2.1) which can
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also be expressed in terms of the cantilever’s cross-sectional area A given by W H,
the moment of inertia I, and the elastic modulus E by [93]

f0(v)

1.758
=
πL2

s

βE
ρc

r

I
A

(2.10)

The subscripts v and f denote operation under vacuum and in a fluid, such as air,
respectively, and ρc is the density of cantilever material. Note that the dimensionless
correction factor β, which is 1 for a solid cantilever and 0.3 for a hollow cantilever,
accounts for the shearing of the vertical sidewalls [40].

Quality Factors of a Cantilever Beam in Air
As mentioned previously, the quality factor Q is a measure of energy loss in a cantilever during its oscillation. In air, the loss mechanisms can be categorized into either
extrinsic or intrinsic losses. The extrinsic energy loss is mainly due to interactions
with the surrounding fluidic environment. The intrinsic loss is due to dissipation
from the coupling between the cantilever and the support structure and the internal friction that includes thermoelastic dissipation (TED), volume loss, and surface
loss. The sum of each loss mechanism describes the total energy dissipation, by which
we can express the effective Qef f of the cantilever as the sum of individual inverse Q’s:
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(2.11)

For cantilevers operating in atmospheric pressure in air, which is the environment for
most IC-mode AFM studies, the viscous damping due to air is the dominant damping
mechanism and other loss mechanisms can be neglected (Qef f ≈ Qair ).

The analytical solutions for Qair are based on the viscous damping of solids found
from the Navier-Stokes equation. Newell [99] estimated Qair by considering the cantilever as a plate in a steady motion and solving for the viscous damping per unit
area. However, this approach neglects the resonant motion of the cantilever. This
is addressed by Blom et al. [100] who approximated the cantilever as a single sphere
oscillating in a viscous fluid [101]. Hosaka et al. [102] expanded this model by considering the cantilever as an array of spheres whose diameter is equivalent to the width
of the probe, resulting in an expression given by

Qf =

2ρc HW f0
p
3µ + 23 W πρf µf0

(2.12)

Because strings of spheres do not cover the entire face area of the cantilever, the drag
forces on the omitted area are neglected. By employing the well-known solution of an
infinitely long resonating cylindrical beam, Sader et al. [95] took account of drag forces
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on the complete area of the beam. Sader’s model work for long and slender beams,
namely large length-to-width ratio and large width-to-height ratio, which most AFM
cantilevers are, resulting in the expression shown in Eqn. (2.9) for Qair . The comparison of quality factor predicted by Hosaka’s theory (Eqn. (2.12)) and Sader’s theory
(Eqn. (2.9)) is shown in Figure A.2(b). For the theoretical predictions of this work,
Eqn. (2.8) and Eqn. (2.9) were used to calculate the dampened resonant properties.

2.3.2

Spring Constant of a Cantilever Beam

As seen from Eqn. (2.1), the value of spring constant k determines the resonant frequency, which varies the hydrodynamic function, and, in turn, the quality factor. In
fact, Green et al. [103], using Sader’s model, found the normal mode spring constant as

2
k = 7.525ρf W 2 LQf f0(f
) Γim (f0(f ) )

(2.13)

which relates the resonant properties of a probe to its spring constant. However, the
above expression does not account for drastically reducing the mass of thin-walled
hollow geometries and the significance of the shearing deformation of the side walls.
Additionally, it requires knowledge of the frequency-dependent properties of the cantilever. Instead, we can consider classical beam theory that only requires information
about the cantilever’s geometry and material properties.

From classical mechanics, the spring constant can be found by the measure of defor-
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mation due to an applied load. The deformation of the structure can be calculated
from the strain energy. Consider a rectangular cantilever with a vertical point load
F applied at the tip (i.e., x = L, where x is the distance along the cantilever’s length
measured from the base). The resulting strain energy can be determined for pure
bending and direct shear cases:
L

Z
Ubending =
0

Z
Ushear =
0

L

(F x)2
F 2 L3
dx =
2EI
6EI

(2.14)

F2
F 2L
dx =
2AG
2AG

(2.15)

where E and G are elastic and shear modulus of the cantilever material, A is the
cross-sectional area, and I is the cross-sectional moment of inertia. The deformation
corresponding to the applied load, or inverse of the spring constant k, is the gradient
of the strain energy with respect to the load (i.e., dU/dF = 1/k). The resulting
bending and shear stiffnesses are

kbending =
kshear =

3βEI
L3

(2.16)

GA
L

(2.17)

Note, again, that the correction factor β is added to the bending spring constant to
account for the shearing deflection of the side walls of hollow geometry as the cantilever bends. Then, the effective spring constant kef f can be found as
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1
kef f

=

1
kbending

+

1

(2.18)

kshear

However, for long cantilevers, the bending spring constant in Eqn. (2.16) sufficiently
determines the normal mode spring constant. Note that, for solid AFM cantilevers,
Eqn. (2.13) and Eqn. (2.16) estimates similar values. However, for hollow AFM
cantilevers with ultrathin walls, Eqn. (2.13) predicts larger values of spring constant
that, by factoring β, can become similar to the results of Eqn. (2.16). The comparison
of spring constant predicted by Sader’s theory with the correction factor β added
and classic beam theory for hollow cantilever is shown in Figure A.2(a). We used
Eqn. (2.16) in the analysis of normal spring constant throughout this work.

2.3.3

Geometric Properties of Ultrathin Rectangular Hollow Beam

It is evident from the previous discussion that the resonant properties of a cantilever
beam depend on its cross-sectional (e.g., moment of inertia) and material properties
(e.g., density and elastic modulus). Here, we consider a hollow rectangular cantilever
that has a uniform wall thickness t (Figure 2.3) that is ultrathin with more than an
order of magnitude smaller than its height (i.e., t <

H
).
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Such thin-walled hollow

rectangular cantilevers have greatly reduced density and cross-sectional properties
compared to solid cantilevers, such that the moment of inertia is linearly dependent
on the wall thickness. In particular, the moments of inertia of solid and hollow
rectangular cross-sections are given by
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Figure 2.3. Diagram of a hollow rectangular cantilever geometry.

Isol =

1
W H3
12

1
1
(W + 2t)(H + 2t)3 − W H 3
12 
12

W
1 3
≈ H t 1+3
(t  W, H)
6
H

(2.19)

Ihol =

(2.20)

where subscripts sol and hol denote solid and hollow geometries, respectively. Note
that for the moment of inertia of hollow beams with ultrathin walls, higher-order
thickness terms are negligible, resulting in an expression linearly dependent on wall
thickness.

The effective density of the hollow cantilever in the air can be calculated from the
densities of air ρair and the wall constituent material ρw . However, since air is significantly lighter than the solid material of the cantilever, the effective density of the
hollow beam is
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ρair W H + ρw [(W + 2t)(H + 2t) − W H]
(W + 2t)(H + 2t)


1
1
≈ 2ρw
+
t
(t  W, H)
W
H

ρc =

(2.21)

which is also linearly proportional to the wall thickness and dependent only on the
wall material denoted by the subscript w.

2.3.4

Flexural Properties of Hollow Cantilever

Substituting Eqn. (2.20) and Eqn. (2.21) to Eqn. (2.10) and Eqn. (2.16) results in the
flexural mode resonant frequency and spring constant of the hollow cantilever under
vacuum given by

fhol

r
βEw H + 3W
ρw
H +W


Ew
W
3
=
βH 1 + 3
t
2L3
H

0.5075H
=
πL2

khol

s

(2.22)

(2.23)

which shows that fhol is independent of the wall thickness whereas the khol scales
linearly with t.
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2.3.5

Comparison of Flexural Properties of Hollow Cantilever and Solid
Cantilever in Air

The above analysis on the effects of hollow beam geometries can be shown more
clearly when compared to the properties of solid beam geometries. Figure 2.4 shows
the ratios of properties of hollow and solid cantilevers with dimensions of L = 125 µm,
W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm that were calculated using Eqn. (2.8), Eqn. (2.9), and
Eqn. (2.16) as a function of the wall film thickness of the hollow beam. Ratios with
values less than 1 indicate that the parameter is reduced in a hollow cantilever relative
to that of its solid counterpart. First, observe that the ratio of resonant frequencies
f0 is relatively constant at a value near 1 and not varying with the wall thickness,
indicating that the hollow beams have similar values of resonant frequencies to those
of solid beams independent of the wall thickness ranging from 20 to 160 nm. Second,
the ratios of spring constants k are scaling linearly with the wall thickness (note the
logscale of the vertical axis) with values ranging from 7 × 10−2 to less than 5 × 10−3 .
This suggests that spring constants of hollow sections are reduced up to nearly three
orders of magnitude compared to solid sections. Similarly, the quality factor Q ratios
have relatively linear proportionality to wall thickness with values varying from 0.01
to 0.1 with the wall thickness. Combining the effects of the resonant frequencies and
quality factors, we see enhancement in bandwidths Ω with factors of at least 5 and
up to 36 in air.

2.4

Fabrication of Hollow Cantilevers

The fabrication for hollow cantilevers with nanoscale wall thicknesses was based on
the process used for hollow structures with ultrathin walls [40, 104, 105] and is shown
in Figure 2.5. The steps involved (1) conformally coating a solid cantilever with shell
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Figure 2.4. Ratios of the flexural resonant frequency f0 , quality factor Q, spring constant
k, and bandwidth Ω of hollow beams to solid beams of the same dimensions (L = 125 µm,
W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm) as a function of ALD alumina wall thickness.

material, (2) opening an area on the coated layer for etching, and (3) etching the
internal mold that resulted in a hollow shell with the replicated shape of the original
solid cantilever.

First, the silicon (Si) solid cantilever was coated with aluminum oxide (Al2 O3 ), also
called alumina, via atomic layer deposition (ALD, Cambridge NanoTech S200). Various commercial silicon AFM cantilevers, including NCH-W Pointprobe (NanoWorld)
and RTESP-300 (Bruker), were used as molds. The ALD process was typically done
at 250◦ C with trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water precursors and had a deposition
rate of approximately 1 Å per cycle. For our cantilevers with wall thickness values
ranging from 20 nm to 140 nm, the deposition typically took 3 to 6 hours. The
thickness of deposited alumina film was measured by ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam V
VASE) conducted on a reference silicon substrate placed with the cantilevers during
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Figure 2.5. (a) Schematic of the fabrication steps for hollow AFM cantilevers. The blue
color represents the ALD alumina film. (b) Optical images showing XeF2 etching progress
along the length of a internal silicon mold taken after 20 cycles (left) and 45 cycles (right),
resulting in a hollow cantilever.

deposition. The optical properties of the ALD alumina layer were calculated by the
Cauchy model featured in the ellipsometer’s software [106].

Next, an etch hole was made using pulsed laser micromachining (IPG Photonics
IX200F). The hole was typically defined on the backside (i.e., the reflective side) of
each cantilever near the position of the tip to fully etch both the volume of the tip
and the full length of the cantilever during the etching of the internal mold. The intensity and the focus of the laser were typically set to typically 532 nm (green) laser,
11% power (100 W maximum power), 100 kHz repetition rate for the green laser
which sufficiently etches through the coated layer without damaging the cantilever
(e.g., laser drilling through the tip or remove large reflective area). The etch holes
had diameters of ∼6 µm that was large enough to etch the internal silicon mold and
not disrupt the laser reflection for AFM measurements. We found that higher laser
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powers could remove the reflective region largely or drill a through-hole that damaged
the tip (Figure 2.7), whereas lower laser powers did not consistently break through
the top alumina layer, thereby requiring additional laser pulses to open an etch hole.

Finally, the etch hole was used as an opening for XeF2 vapor isotropic etch of silicon
internal mold that etches silicon selectively, resulting in a hollow shell cantilever. Typically, each etching cycle was done for 30 s at 1.5 Torr pressure with a 5 s delay (Xactix
SPTS e1). The etching progress was monitored every few cycles and controlled to be
stopped when the full length of the cantilever body is etched (Figure 2.5(b)). The
examples of several fabricated hollow cantilevers are shown in Figure 2.6(a). Typically, it required 15 to 50 cycles to etch the full length of 125 to 140 µm long IC-mode
cantilevers, thus taking a total of 10 to 30 minutes.

2.4.1

Advantages of Hollow Cantilever Fabrication Method

There are many advantages of this fabrication method. First, atomic layer deposition
is an additive microfabrication technique in which material layers are deposited sequentially from gas-phase precursors at roughly one atomic layer per cycle, meaning
that the resulting film is conformal (in that it covers all surfaces) and uniform (in
that it has the same thickness everywhere), and that its thickness can be controlled
precisely. We chose atomic layer-deposited alumina as the constituent material due
to its ability to form pinhole-free and low-stress films with high mechanical stiffness
as well as its highly conformal nature and resistance to XeF2 etching [107–109]. It
should be noted that, in this work, cantilevers with wall thicknesses less than 20
nm typically fail by collapsing, as shown in Figure 2.7, whereas those with thicknesses greater than 20 nm are robust and exhibit low static deflection, facilitating
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Figure 2.6. (a) SEM images of the solid cantilever (left column) and their hollow counterparts (right column). The top row is of IC-mode cantilevers and the bottom row is of
contact-mode cantilevers. The hollow ALD alumina beam is colored in blue for visibility.
(b) Optical microscope image of an IC-mode hollow cantilever. Because the thin ALD
alumina shell is transparent, the aluminum reflective layer within the cantilever is visible.

alignment of the AFM laser. Additionally, the conformal nature of ALD-deposited
films [110, 111] allows them to replicate the shapes of the solid cantilevers, including
their tips, such that arbitrary silicon-based AFM probe types can be easily adopted,
including contact-mode cantilevers (Appendix B). Other shell materials, including
dielectrics and metals that can be deposited conformally, can also be used to create
hollow cantilevers using the same fabrication process, provided they are not etched
by XeF2 .

Second, based on the etching conditions and duration, the length of the hollow tube
can be varied and allows for controllability in cantilever properties. For instance, the
resonant frequency can be increased by etching the cantilever only partially, reducing
the effective lateral length (Appendix B).
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Figure 2.7. SEM images of improperly fabricated cantilevers; alumina wall thicknesses
are indicated in the subfigures. (a&b) Cantilevers whose wall thicknesses were too thin
and therefore collapsed during the XeF2 etching process. (c) Cantilever that exhibits a
through-hole that was inadvertently created using excessive laser intensity during the etch
hole drilling step. (d) Cantilever that collapsed during the XeF2 etching process.

Third, because XeF2 gaseous etchant selectively removes the solid silicon cantilever
mold, it leaves behind the alumina film coating and a metallic reflective layer (often
aluminum or gold), if it was originally present on the solid probe. These reflective
layers remain on the inside wall of the transparent hollow cantilevers, preserving
reflectivity for the AFM optical lever system (Figure 2.6(b)). This complements the
nearly transparent ultrathin ALD alumina layer by enabling larger reflectivity for the
AFM optical lever system. Plain hollow AFM cantilevers without the reflective layer,
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nonetheless, exhibited sufficient reflectivity. For example, hollow cantilevers without
any coatings had a reflection value, measured by the amount of light collected in the
photodetector, of 1.7 V on average. While this was somewhat less than the average
value of 2.9 V for solid silicon cantilevers without reflection layers, it was still sufficient
to operate the AFM.
Finally, although in this work we fabricated cantilevers individually, alumina deposition and XeF2 etching can be performed at wafer-based scales, such that multiple
probes can be manufactured simultaneously.

2.5

AFM Characterization and Imaging Method

The measurements of the cantilever properties and the AFM imaging in air were done
using an Asylum/Oxford MFP-3D AFM. First, the inverse optical lever sensitivity
(InvOLS), which is a factor used to convert the voltage amplitude signal of the AFM
laser to a nanometer measurement of the cantilever’s displacement, was measured.
This parameter was determined by mechanically contacting the cantilever to a glass
surface coated with atomic-layer-deposited alumina (to reduce unnecessary adhesion)
and by using the resulting force-displacement curve to measure the InvOLS value in
nm/V. Example force-displacement curves are shown in Figure 2.8. Next, the resonant frequency and quality factor of each probe were obtained by using the thermal
noise spectra taken using a built-in feature of the AFM system [112, 113]. The resulting values were verified using mechanical tuning, which drives the piezo-element
that provides motion to the cantilever’s base at different frequencies. Furthermore,
we obtained the spring constant of each cantilever by fitting the respective resonant
peak to a Lorentzian function with the provided feature of the AFM system’s software [114]. In order to compare the solid cantilever and hollow counterpart pairs,
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(1) the solid silicon probes were characterized, subsequently (2) their hollow analogs
were fabricated, and finally (3) the fabricated hollow probes were characterized.

Figure 2.8. Selected force-displacement curves of typical hollow cantilevers with nanoscale
wall thicknesses of (a) 38 nm, (b) 81 nm, and (c) 114 nm. (d) Nonlinear force-displacement
curve that is most likely due to insufficient reflectivity. Cantilevers that exhibited such low
reflection were not reported in this work.

The AFM imaging in air was conducted in a laboratory with 15% relative humidity
and ambient temperature (∼25◦ C) and pressure (1 atm). A reference silicon grating
(Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) and an ultranocrystalline diamond (UNCD)
thin film deposited on a silicon substrate (Aqua 25, Advanced Diamond Technologies
Inc., Romeoville, IL) were used for the scan rate tests and wear tests, respectively.
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All images in this work consisted of 256×256 pixels. In the scan rate tests, first, the
feedback controls, including the setpoint and the integral gain, were adjusted for a
scan rate of 1.00 Hz, and then these values were maintained for subsequent tests at
higher scan rates. Similarly, we conducted the wear tests at scan rates of 1.00 Hz.
Finally, selected cantilevers were characterized in a high vacuum (pressure less than
1×10−9 Torr) using an RHK 750 AFM. For these measurements, we used the thermal
tune method to extract the resonant frequency and quality factor of each probe.

The tip radii of selected cantilevers were measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging. Since alumina is non-conducting, a thin layer (estimated to
be a few nanometers) of carbon was deposited on the hollow cantilever prior to TEM
imaging in order to prevent significant charging from occurring. Additional tip radii
measurements with the blind tip estimation were done using the protocol provided in
Flater et al. [115].

2.6

Characterization of ALD Alumina (Al2 O3 )

Although the mechanical properties of ALD alumina have been reported [107, 108,
116], they can vary depending on the deposition conditions. In order to determine
Young’s modulus of the ALD alumina film used to construct our hollow cantilevers,
we investigated the effect of the ALD alumina coating on the solid cantilever resonant
frequencies. The added layer of alumina shifts the resonant frequencies of the solid
silicon cantilever according to the equation given as [117, 118]
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f0coated

1.758
=
πL2

s

ESi Isol + EAl2 O3 Ihol
ρSi W H + 2ρAl2 O3 (W + H)t

(2.24)

where ESi mad EAl2 O3 are the elastic moduli of silicon and alumina, respectively, ρSi
and ρAl2 O3 are their densities, and Isol and Ihol are the second moment of inertias
determined by Eqn. (2.19) and Eqn. (2.20).

We measured the resonant frequency changes of cantilevers with a size of L = 140
µm, W = 40 µm, and H = 3.5 µm. The ratio of measured resonant frequency before
and after ALD alumina deposition is shown in Figure 2.9. Note that the resonant
frequency of the uncoated cantilever was calculated by Eqn. (2.10) as

f0uncoated

1.758
=
πL2

s

ESi Isol
ρSi W H

(2.25)

Using the material properties of silicon and ALD alumina shown in Table 2.1 for
Eqn. (2.24) and Eqn. (2.25) and fitting to the experimental results, we calculated
Young’s modulus of the ALD alumina of EAl2 O3 = 145±7 GPa, which is in agreement
with previously reported values [107, 116]. We have used this value for subsequent
calculations in this work.
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Figure 2.9. The ratio of the measured resonant frequency of ALD alumina coated silicon
AFM cantilever as a function of the alumina film thickness (points). The fit curve (dashed
line) constructed by the theoretical resonant frequency of a rectangular cantilever according
to Eqn. (2.24) and Eqn. (2.25) yields the elastic modulus of the ALD alumina films. The
inset shows an SEM image of the cross-section of the ALD alumina (colored in blue) coated
cantilever with a trapezoidal cross-section.
Table 2.1. Material properties of silicon and alumina.

Property
Density ρ [kg/m3 ]
Elastic Modulus E [GPa]

Silicon
2330∗
190∗

Alumina
3200†
145‡

∗ Taken
†
‡

2.7

from Petersen [119].
Taken from Barbos et al. [108].
Measured in this work.

Comparison of Hollow and Solid Cantilever Properties
in Air

The impact of the hollow cantilever geometry on the resonant properties can be seen in
Figure 2.10, which presents thermal noise spectra of a representative cantilever in air
and under vacuum for both the initial solid cantilever (before serving as a mold) and
the corresponding hollow cantilever (after our fabrication process). First, consider
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the solid cantilever whose resonant frequency operated in air is only slightly shifted
compared to under vacuum. However, the quality factor is approximately halved.
These effects are attributable to viscous damping as discussed in Section 2.3. As the
solid cantilever moves in air, it drags a thin skin of gas that effectively increases its
mass. This drag slightly reduces the quality factor as the cantilever’s kinetic energy
is lost to the fluid. However, since the mass of the solid cantilever is two orders of
magnitude larger than the mass of the dragged air, the frequency is relatively unchanged according to Eqn. (2.3).

Figure 2.10. Thermal noise spectra of a solid cantilever and corresponding hollow cantilever (created using this specific solid cantilever) measured both in air and under vacuum.
The solid and hollow cantilevers have dimensions of L = 125 µm, W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5
µm. The wall thickness of the hollow cantilever is t = 39 nm.
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Next, compare the solid cantilever operated under vacuum to the hollow cantilever
operated under vacuum. The hollow cantilever’s resonant frequency and quality factor are similar to those of solid cantilever, with the frequency about 15% lower and
the quality factor about 3% higher than those of the solid counterpart. Under vacuum, since no gas is present to dampen the cantilevers’ motion, the effect of viscous
damping is removed, making the resonant properties of hollow cantilevers depend
largely on their geometry. Since the alumina thickness is negligible on the cantilever
size scale, the hollow and solid cantilevers represented in Figure 2.10 have essentially
identical dimensions and, therefore, rather similar resonant parameters.

Finally, we consider the operation of the hollow cantilever in air relative to under
vacuum, finding that a hollow cantilever in air has a fifty-times lower quality factor
and a roughly halved resonant frequency. The reduction in the resonant frequency
is related to the relatively low mass of the hollow cantilever, which is comparable
to that of the dragged gas skin, implying that the same gas boundary layer has a
proportionately larger impact on hollow probes compared to solid probes. Lastly, the
reduction in quality factor is caused by the much lower mass of hollow cantilevers,
resulting in correspondingly lower stored kinetic and elastic energy. Taken together,
these factors yield an approximate twenty-five-fold increase in the bandwidth Ω of
the hollow cantilever in air compared to the solid cantilever in air.

A discussion of the apparent noise in these spectra is necessary. The hollow probe
operated in air exhibited a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than the hollow probe
operated under vacuum and the solid probe operated both in air and under vacuum.
We determined the SNR by taking the ratio of the peak displacement amplitude and
the total displacement noise hz 2 i, found by integrating the area under the resonance
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curve in the measured thermal noise power spectrum. The displacement noise is related to the spring constants k of the hollow and solid probes, and, as discussed later
in Section 2.3, the solid cantilever is stiffer (has a higher k value) than its hollow
counterpart. According to the equipartition theorem [120], the mean square displacement hz 2 i is directly proportional to the ratio of the thermal energy and the stiffness
of the cantilever k (i.e., hz 2 i ∝ kB T /k, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the absolute temperature). This implies that the hollow cantilever will have higher
displacement noise than its solid partner and, hence, a lower SNR in actual imaging.
Despite this increase, our hollow probes have significant utility for four reasons. First,
a cantilever’s displacement noise is not always the most important parameter in imaging applications since other sources of noise and distortion, such as electronic noise,
can dominate [121, 122]; in such cases, the SNR provided by our hollow probes may
be acceptable. Second, increased displacement noise in cantilevers with low spring
constants is associated with higher force sensitivities [90, 123], suggesting the potential use of our hollow cantilevers in force microscopy or mass sensing. Third, low
temperature and vacuum applications may still benefit from the greatly decreased
spring constants of hollow cantilevers (with resonant frequencies comparable to their
solid counterparts). Finally, while exhibiting higher thermal displacement noise, our
cantilevers can benefit from increased imaging speeds and greater robustness, as we
will show later.

The improvements of hollow cantilevers over their solid counterparts during the in-air
operation were evident in all the probes that were tested. A summary of the measured
in-air operation properties is provided in Table 2.2. It can be seen that in air, relative
to solid cantilevers, hollow cantilevers have moderately reduced resonant frequencies,
substantially lower quality factors (by a factor 5-60) and spring constants (by a factor
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of 10-100), and higher bandwidths (by a factor of 5-30).

Table 2.2. Measured properties of all solid cantilevers and their hollow analogs in air. The
cantilevers shown here have dimensions in the range L = 125 to 140 µm, W = 30 to 50
µm, and H = 3 to 4 µm with trapezoidal or rectangular cross-sectional shapes. The wall
thicknesses of hollow cantilevers ranged from t = 20 to 132 nm.

Solid
240 - 316
350 - 618
22 - 42.9
1.45 - 2.46

Resonant Frequency f0 [kHz]
Quality Factor Q
Spring Constant k [N/m]
Bandwidth Ω

2.8

Hollow
131 - 283
4.3 - 57.8
0.128 - 5.25
8.88 - 98.1

Dependence of Hollow Cantilever Properties on Wall
Thickness

We next demonstrate that the resonant properties of hollow cantilevers can be tuned
based on the alumina film thickness (i.e., the wall or shell thickness), which can be
easily controlled using atomic layer deposition. Figure 2.11 shows the resonant frequency f0 , quality factor Q, spring constant k, and bandwidth Ω as a function of
the wall thickness t for hollow IC-mode cantilevers in air with measured dimensions
ranging from L = 125 to 140 µm, W = 30 to 50 µm, and H = 3 to 4 µm. The
properties of hollow contact-mode cantilevers are discussed in Appendix B. Note that
the probes represented in this figure are not all geometrically identical, as indicated
by the range in dimensions, and have either trapezoidal or rectangular cross-sections.
However, the nominal values of the measured properties were similar and the differences due to the cross-sectional shape were within the range of variation provided
by the manufacturers. Testing a variety of probes allowed us to broaden the scope
of our validation experiments. More details on trapezoidal and rectangular probes
are available elsewhere [124, 125]. For corroboration of our experimental results, we
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have included theoretical predictions obtained using a model based on that of Sader
et al. [95] and discussed in Section 2.3; these calculations are based on a hollow rectangular probe with dimensions of L = 125 µm, W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm.
In addition, we have included best-fit trendlines to the experimental data using a
power-law function (y = atn ). The exponents obtained using the fit and the model
are provided in Table 2.3; the good agreement between the values substantiates the
use of the adapted Sader et al. model [95].

Table 2.3. Fitting parameters of the power-law function y = atn found from the experimental results and theoretical predictions (using a model based on that of Sader et al. [95])
for hollow cantilevers in air.

Resonant Frequency f0 [kHz]
Spring Constant k [N/m]
Quality Factor Q
Bandwidth Ω

190
0.01
2
400

Experiment
Theory
a
n
a
n
± 150 -0.0 ± 0.2
151 ± 1
0.094 ± 0.002
± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.4 0.019 ± 0.001 1.044 ± 0.001
±4
0.6 ± 0.4
0.70 ± 0.01
0.89 ± 0.01
± 300 -0.6 ± 0.2
370 ± 10
-0.66 ± 0.01

First, observe Figure 2.11(a), which shows that the in-air resonant frequency f0
is essentially independent of the wall thickness. This follows from the fact that
p
f0 ∝ k/m, where k and m are the cantilever spring constant and mass, respectively [93]. As described in Section 2.3, both k and m depend linearly on the wall
thickness, and their effects cancel one another. The linear relationship of in-air k and
thickness is also shown in Figure 2.11(b). Figure 2.11(a) and Figure 2.11(b), taken
together, show an interesting property of hollow cantilevers, namely, that the cantilever’s spring constant can be controlled independently from the resonant frequency.
This is desirable because it allows us to design high-bandwidth cantilevers that are
flexible and resilient when impacted.
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Figure 2.11. Dependence of resonant frequency, spring constant, quality factor, and
bandwidth of hollow cantilever upon wall thickness for in-air operation. The solid curves
show theoretical predictions (using a model described in Section 2.3 based on Sader’s model
[95]) for rectangular IC-mode hollow cantilevers (L = 125 µm, W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5
µm) and the dashed lines are best-fit trends (of the form y = atn ) from the experimental
results (triangles and squares correspond to the trapezoidal and rectangular cross-sections,
respectively). Compared to solid cantilevers, hollow cantilevers exhibit similar resonant
frequencies, lower spring constants, reduced quality factors, and increased bandwidths.
Moreover, these changes are more pronounced for lower wall thicknesses.

Second, consider Figure 2.11(c), which shows that the quality factor in air varies
almost linearly with the wall thickness. This highlights the promising potential of
hollow cantilevers for high-speed AFM applications because low thicknesses can be
chosen to achieve low quality factors that result in high bandwidth values. Indeed, this
prospect is supported by the results in Figure 2.11(d), which shows hollow cantilevers’
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bandwidths as high as 64 kHz compared to less than 3 kHz of their solid counterparts.

Here we summarize the information contained in Figure 2.11 by providing general
guidelines for selecting hollow cantilever wall thicknesses to achieve desired properties. As discussed above, hollow cantilevers’ bandwidth values in air increase as their
wall thicknesses are reduced. However, lower wall thickness values are associated
with lower spring constants, which lower the probes’ SNR values. In addition, low
wall thicknesses can lead to spontaneous collapse during fabrication (Figure 2.7). In
particular, in our work, we found that cantilevers with wall thicknesses less than
20 nm tended to fail easily. Hollow cantilevers with significantly thicker walls are
more robust. However, the high-bandwidth-related benefits of the hollow geometry
are greatly reduced when cantilevers’ wall thicknesses become comparable to their
heights. As such, we recommend an upper bound wall thickness that is no greater
than one-tenth that of the cantilever height (i.e., t <

H
).
10

Thus, in the case of con-

ventional IC-mode cantilevers whose minimum heights are typically around 2 µm, we
recommend selecting hollow cantilever wall thicknesses in the range of 20 to 200 nm.

2.9

Improved AFM Performance

The increased bandwidths of hollow cantilevers in air allow AFM images to be obtained at higher imaging speeds with high quality. Figure 2.12 shows topographic
IC-mode AFM images of a standard microfabricated silicon grating obtained using
a typical AFM system (MFP, Asylum) with solid and hollow cantilevers, obtained
at three different line-scan rates. To facilitate the comparison and observe the impact of hollow geometries distinguished from feedback settings, the feedback gains
were adjusted for both cantilevers individually at a scan rate of 1.00 Hz, and then
maintained these gain values for the subsequent scan rates. Note that since hollow
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Figure 2.12. IC-mode in-air AFM height images of microfabricated silicon calibration
gratings of 5 µm pitch and 200 nm depth taken using solid (trapezoidal,L = 135 µm,
W = 40 µm, H = 3.5 µm) and hollow cantilevers (trapezoidal, (L = 145 µm, W = 45
µm, H = 3.5 µm, t = 81 nm) whose bandwidths are 1.8 kHz and 25.9 kHz, respectively.
We increased the scan rate for the images from 1.00 Hz to 7.10 Hz and then to 9.77 Hz,
sequentially. The scan area of these images is 25×25 µm2 and the corresponding sample
rates are indicated. The height profiles, taken at the region indicated by the horizontal
lines, show that hollow cantilevers can resolve the grating’s topography at higher rates than
solid cantilevers as indicated by the straighter wall.

cantilevers are softer, they typically require larger drive amplitude and higher integral gain than solid probes. For a topographic image to be resolved, the sensing
bandwidth must be larger than the sampling rate, i.e., Ω > 2N θ, where N is the
number of pixels per line with a factor of 2 accounting for trace and retrace, and θ
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is the line scan rate with units of lines per second. At the scan rate of 1.00 Hz, the
required minimum sampling rate per pixel is ∼0.5 kHz, which is sufficiently small
for both the hollow and solid cantilevers to respond well as shown in the top row
of subfigures in Figure 2.12. However, at scan rates of 7.10 Hz (middle row) and
9.77 Hz (bottom row), the required sampling rates are increased to ∼3.6 kHz and ∼5
kHz, respectively; these values exceed the bandwidth of the solid cantilever (Ωsol =
1.8 kHz) but are still within the range of the hollow cantilever (Ωhol = 25.9 kHz).
As a result, the images taken by the solid cantilever exhibit more prominent distortion, evident by the exacerbated skewness in the height profiles shown at the right
of the figure. The magnitude of the skewness can be shown by the average of the
slope ∆z/∆x of the vertical wall shown in the magnified image in Figure 2.12. A
higher slope is desirable because it indicates a quicker response by the cantilever to
the changing sample height. Compared to the average ∆z/∆x values at 1.00 Hz scan
rate, at 9.77 Hz the mean slope values were reduced by 80% for the solid cantilever,
whereas they were reduced by less than 1% for the hollow cantilever. This indicates
that the hollow cantilever resolved the topography more consistently as its sampling
rate increased. Importantly, these images were taken at constant feedback gain values, which may have resulted in artifacts. While the quality of the images obtained
using the solid cantilever is bandwidth-limited, those obtained using the hollow cantilever could be improved by optimizing the feedback gains beyond that shown here.
Incorporation of active feedback control [79, 80] and high bandwidth scanners [126]
with the hollow AFM cantilevers could further raise the speed of AFM imaging in air.
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2.10

Resilience of Hollow Cantilevers

An additional benefit of hollow cantilevers is that their spring constants are low. The
low spring constant value allows hollow probes to be robust against bending or buckling. To provide an extreme example, a hollow cantilever probe was severely deformed
with a micromanipulator probe while being observed with an SEM (Figure 2.13). The
cantilever recovered its original shape with little or no noticeable damage. Similar
reversible buckling properties of hollow alumina structures and architected materials
have been observed previously [40,127–129]. This robustness of hollow tubes with ultrathin walls can be utilized to build macroscopic 3D structures with very low weight
(Appendix C).

Our hollow cantilevers also exhibited improved wear resistance. Such resistance can

Figure 2.13. (a) SEM images of a hollow cantilever probe with a wall thickness of 70 nm
(1) undergoing large deformation and (2) recovering fully without noticeable damage and
(b) the corresponding thermal noise spectra of the resonance peaks. In (a), the probe’s
hollow ALD alumina shell is colored blue for clarity.
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Figure 2.14. (a) SEM images of solid (left) and hollow (right) cantilever tips. The insets
provide TEM images of the tips whose radii were measured by fitting circles. The solid
cantilever had a trapezoidal cross-section with L = 125 µm, W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm.
The hollow cantilever had a rectangular cross-section with L = 127 µm, W = 33 µm, H = 3
µm, and t = 92 nm. Despite the different cross-sectional shapes, the cantilevers had similar
nominal tip radii and, hence, similar performance. In the hollow cantilever image (right of
the panel (a)), the probe’s ALD alumina shell is colored blue for clarity. (b) AFM images
of an ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) surface, along with corresponding post-AFMscan SEM images of cantilever tips. After five scans of the surface, significant wear can be
seen in the solid tip, as evidenced by the distortion in the AFM scan, while the hollow tip
remains intact.
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be attributed to the wear-resistant properties of ALD alumina [130,131] and resilience
of hollow ALD-alumina-made structures [132, 133]. Resistance to wear is important
because the high tip velocities made possible by the increased bandwidths of the
hollow probes increase the risk that the probes experience larger forces that could
damage their tips [81]. To test the wear resistance of our probes, AFM imaging was
performed on a 5×5 µm2 area of a hard ultrananocrystalline (UNCD) surface multiple
times with a pristine solid cantilever, and with a hollow cantilever prepared from a
separate solid cantilever. Prior to the scans, both tips were imaged using a TEM and
using an SEM, and after the first and fifth scans, the tips were imaged again using
an SEM. The before-scanning SEM images (Figure 2.14(a)) reveal pristine tips, and
the TEM images show tip radii of Rsol = 12 nm for the solid probe (identical to that
reported by the manufacturer) and Rhol = 66 nm for the hollow probe (the larger
radius largely reflects the thickness of the deposited alumina). We believe the thin
layer of carbon, deposited to relieve the charging effect, formed small clumps that
are visible in the inset of Figure 2.14(a) on the tip surface. The first AFM scans and
post-scanning SEM images (Figure 2.14(b)) for both the solid and hollow cantilevers
showed no distortion and no visible damage, as expected (initial solid RMS roughness
= 4.83 nm, initial hollow RMS roughness = 4.80 nm). However, the fifth AFM scan
and post-scanning SEM images showed important differences. Whereas the tip of the
solid cantilever was noticeably damaged, and the AFM image was distorted, the hollow cantilever’s tip retained its original shape and produced a scan that was virtually
indistinguishable from the first. To further investigate the impact of wear, the tip
radii were estimated from the first AFM scan image using blind tip reconstruction
(BTR) [115, 134]. The BTR analysis revealed that the solid cantilever’s tip radius
had increased to 126 nm, whereas the hollow cantilever showed a radius of 61 nm,
which is comparable to the TEM-derived value (66 nm) within the typical experimen47

tal uncertainty of tip characterization methods [115, 135]. This indicates that, while
no damage to the solid tip was visible in the SEM image taken after the first AFM
measurement, some wear nevertheless occurred even after a single scan, broadening
the tip. After the fifth AFM scan, which corresponds to more than 600 million taps,
the tip radius of the hollow cantilever was 83 nm according to BTR (BTR was not
possible for the solid tip after the fifth scan due to the image distortion). Although
this is a 36% increase from the value of 61 nm obtained after the first scan, it is small
in comparison to the wear exhibited by the solid probe. The robustness of hollow
cantilevers shows promising potential for long-term AFM studies that until now have
been limited by cantilever tip abrasion and damage.

2.11

Torsional Resonant Properties of Hollow Cantilever

The effects of hollow geometry on the resonance of AFM cantilevers are not limited
to the flexural mode. Similar wall thickness dependence of the resonant properties
can be seen for other vibrational modes. In this section, as a proof-of-concept, the
theoretical analysis of the torsional mode vibration of hollow cantilevers is presented.

2.11.1

Torsional Resonant Properties

Similar to the derivation of flexural mode equations in Section 2.3, in a fluidic environment, the torsional resonant frequency and the quality factor are given by [136]

s
fT (f ) = fT (v)

1
1+
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πρ W 4
( 8ρfc Ip )Γre

(2.26)

Qf =

8ρc Ip
πρf W 4

+ Γre

(2.27)

Γim

where Ip is the polar moment inertia about the axis of rotation. Note that the subscript T indicates torsional mode and fT (v) is the fundamental torsional resonant
frequency under vacuum that is given by [93]

fT (v)

1
=
4L

s

GJ
ρc Ip

(2.28)

where G is the cantilever’s shear modulus and J is the torsion constant that depends
on the geometry of the beam.

2.11.2

Torsional Spring Constant and Geometric Properties

Green et al. [103], using Sader’s model, found the torsional mode spring constant as

kT = 6.285ρf W 2 LQT (f ) fT2 (f ) Γim fT (f )



(2.29)

which relates the resonant properties of a probe to its spring constant without the
need of knowing the elastic properties of the beam material.

The torsional spring constant can also be found by considering a beam of length L
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with the torque τ applied. The corresponding strain energy and spring constant are
given by

Utorsion =

kT =

τ 2L
2GJ

(2.30)

GJ
L

(2.31)

The polar moments of inertia Ip and torsion constants J of solid and hollow thinwalled rectangular cross-sections are given by [137]

Ip(sol) =

Jsol = W H

3



1
W H(W 2 + H 2 )
12

1
− 0.21
3



H
W

(2.32)



H4
1−
12W 4

(2.33)

1
(W + 2t)(H + 2t)[(W + 2t)2 + (H + 2t)2 ]
12
1
− W H(W 2 + H 2 )
12
(W + H)3 t
≈
(t  W, H)
6

(2.34)

2t(W + t)2 (H + t)2
2W 2 H 2 t
≈
W + H + 2t
W +H

(2.35)

Ip(hol) =

Jhol =
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(t  W, H)

2.11.3

Torsional Properties of Hollow Cantilever

Substituting Eqn. (2.34) and Eqn. (2.35) to Eqn. (2.28) and Eqn. (2.31) results in
the torsional mode resonant frequency and spring constant of the hollow cantilever
under vacuum given by

fT (hol)

0.6124
=
L

kT (hol)

s

Gw W 3 H 3
ρw (W + H)5 t

2Gw W 2 H 2 t
=
(W + H)L

(2.36)

(2.37)

which shows that, unlike flexural mode, fT (hol) scales with t−0.5 whereas the kT (hol)
scales linearly with t. For typical IC-mode AFM cantilevers, torsional resonance occurs at frequencies of a few megahertz. However, due to the limitation of the AFM
system whose measurable range of frequency is below 1 MHz, the torsional properties
were not able to be measured experimentally.

2.11.4

Comparison of Torsional Properties of Hollow Cantilever and Solid
Cantilever in Air

Similar to those of flexural mode, the torsional mode properties of hollow beam geometries can be compared to those of solid beam geometries. Figure 2.15 shows the
calculated properties of hollow to solid cantilevers with dimensions of L = 125 µm,
W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm using Eqns. (2.26) and (2.27) and Eqn. (2.31) as a
function of the wall film thickness of the hollow beam. Interestingly, the resonant
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frequencies fT of hollow beams in air do not necessarily follow the scaling found in
the expression for properties under vacuum shown in Eqn. (2.36), which predicts
t−0.5 scaling (Figure 2.15(a)). This is because the more significant contribution of the
damping term is seen in Eqn. (2.36) on the torsional resonant frequencies. The effect
of the viscous damping is prominent for hollow beams with wall thicknesses less than
64 nm, at which the resonant frequency reaches the maximum. Hollow cantilevers
with thicker walls tend to proportionally decrease with wall thickness. However, compared to other properties, the torsional resonant frequencies remain relatively similar
to those of the solid beams. On the contrary, the torsional spring constants and quality factors of hollow cantilevers are much smaller than those of the solid cantilever.
As shown in Figure 2.15(b&c), the torsional spring constants and quality factors of
hollow beams, similar to their flexural mode behaviors, scale ∼ t1 with values being
two to three orders of magnitude smaller than those of the solid analog. The quality
factors of hollow sections appear to have a minimum value for wall thickness of 20 nm
(Figure 2.15(c)). The combination of the torsional resonant frequencies and quality
factors results in bandwidths of hollow cantilevers that obtain the maximum value of
1.7 MHz, more than 200 times larger than that of the solid beam, at a wall thickness
of 34 nm (Figure 2.15(d)).

2.12

Hollow Cantilevers with Holes

Besides the hollow geometry, additional geometric changes to AFM cantilevers, such
as in-plane through-holes that connect the top and bottom parts of the hollow shell,
can enable further controllability on the cantilevers’ properties.

Previously, the

face of AFM cantilevers has been patterned using lithography [138] and ion-beam
milling [139, 140] that resulted in high resonant frequency, low spring constant, and
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Figure 2.15. Torsional resonant frequency fT , quality factor QT , spring constant kT , and
bandwidth ΩT of hollow beams compared to solid beams of the same dimensions (L = 125
µm, W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm).

low hydrodynamic damping. In this section, hollow cantilevers with face modification
in the forms of through holes and notches are discussed.

2.12.1

Fabrication of Hollow Cantilevers with Holes

The fabrication steps were similar to those described in Section 2.4 and Figure 2.5.
To define the through-holes, pulsed laser micromachining (IPG Photonics IX200F)
at an intensity of 100% (green laser, max power: 100 W) and a repetition rate of 100
kHz was used to drill through holes. Then, the procedure of manufacturing a hollow
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Figure 2.16. Schematic of the fabrication steps for hollow AFM cantilevers with holes.
The blue color represents the ALD alumina film.

cantilever was conducted: (1) depositing alumina via ALD, (2) definition of an etch
hole, and (3) selective XeF2 silicon etching. These steps are presented in Figure 2.16.
All hollow cantilevers in this work had dimensions of L = 130 µm, W = 33 µm,
H = 3 µm, and t = 132 nm.

Cantilevers with a different number of holes were fabricated (Figure 2.17). Hollow
cantilevers with one and three holes had the opening near the center of the cantilevers’
face whereas two and six holes were placed at the edges of the cantilevers’ face, forming notches. These cantilevers were compared to a cantilever with no holes that were
the same model and dimensions as the other cantilevers.
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Figure 2.17. Optical images (left column) of fabricated hollow cantilevers with holes and
SEM images (right column) of their solid mold with holes.
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2.12.2

Properties of Hollow Cantilevers with Holes

Figure 2.18 shows the measured flexural properties of hollow cantilevers with holes
compared to their solid analogs. As expected from previous analysis of hollow probes,
hollow cantilevers with holes exhibited properties, with respect to their solid counterparts, slightly reduced resonant frequencies, greatly lowered spring constants and
quality factors, and greatly enhanced bandwidths. Interestingly, a trend in properties
can be observed based on the number of holes. As more area of the hollow cantilever
is removed with the increasing number of holes, the resonant frequencies and the
spring constants are reduced whereas the quality factors are increased. Because the
reduction in resonant frequencies is greater than the increment in quality factors, the
resulting bandwidths decrease with the increasing number of holes. However, because
these observations were within the variability of the experimental measurement, FEA
simulation was conducted.

COMSOL simulated flexural and torsional mode resonant frequencies and spring constants are shown in Figure 2.19. These properties exhibit dependence not only on the
wall thickness but also on the number of holes. First, observe that in Figure 2.19(a)
cantilevers with less than 6 holes exhibit a similar curve as the no-hole cantilever.
However, cantilevers with 18 and 30 holes, which start to resemble the Nanocardboard structure [40, 104], have frequencies higher at wall thicknesses less than ∼60
nm and lower at larger thickness values. This indicates that as more area of the cantilever is removed, the variation in frequencies due to the change in wall thickness is
minimized and the frequency values remain relatively more constant. In addition, the
normal spring constant (Figure 2.19(b)) linearly scales with the wall thickness and
reduces with an increasing number of holes. These behaviors allow using face modifications to further control the flexural mode properties of AFM cantilevers. Similarly,
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Figure 2.18. Experimental resonant frequency f0 , spring constant k, quality factor Q, and
bandwidth Ω measurements of hollow cantilevers with holes compared with their solid pairs.
Consistent with previously explored hollow beam geometry analysis, compared to the solid
cantilevers with holes, hollow cantilevers exhibited slightly lowered resonant frequencies,
lowered spring constants, and quality factors, and increased corresponding bandwidths.
Although small in difference, the hollow cantilevers, for more numerous holes, exhibited
lower f0 and k whereas the higher Q and Ω.

the torsional mode properties change with the wall thicknesses and the number of
holes. However, torsional mode resonant frequencies show larger changes with the
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Figure 2.19. COMSOL simulation of flexural mode (a) resonant frequencies and (b) spring
constants and torsional mode (c) resonant frequencies and (d) spring constants under vacuum plotted against wall thickness of hollow beam geometry. The legend shows cantilevers
with the different number of holes and the corresponding fill factor FF that indicates the
amount of area removed with respect to the cantilever face area.

change in wall thicknesses as seen in Figure 2.19(c). Unlike what is observed in the
flexural mode, there is a dependency in the position of the holes, namely the center or the edges of the cantilever. Compared to the no-hole cantilever, the torsional
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resonant frequencies of the 2-hole and 6-hole cantilevers demonstrated lower values,
whereas cantilevers with holes at the center exhibited higher resonant frequencies.
Such variation depending on the hole position may be due to the fact that while both
notches (i.e., holes on the edges) and holes (i.e., holes at the center) removes area
on the probes and reduce their weight, notches reduce the effective widths but holes
preserve overall dimensions of the probes. On the contrary, the significance of the
hole position is not seen in torsional spring constants which linearly depend on the
wall thickness and generally decrease with a larger number of holes (Figure 2.19(d)).
Although the impact of hole position is observed minimally in this work, further investigation could be useful as the extreme cases of openings in the center and the
edges of the cantilevers are analogous to U-shape [141, 142] and T-shape [143–146]
AFM cantilevers, respectively.

2.13

Conclusion

In this work, hollow beam resonators made from AFM cantilevers were explored. The
hollow AFM cantilever probes were made from ultrathin alumina shells that exhibited
higher bandwidths and increased resilience relative to solid silicon cantilevers. Combined with their low spring constants, the hollow cantilevers have the potential for
high-speed imaging of soft samples, such as biological systems, in air with resolution
heretofore only achieved when imaging in liquid environments with small cantilevers.
The benefits of this increased bandwidth were demonstrated via intermittent-contactmode imaging at higher speeds, obtaining higher quality images than those obtained
with a conventional solid cantilever using otherwise equivalent conditions. The robustness of hollow tips, demonstrated via scanning on a hard diamond substrate, also
offers the potential for long-lasting imaging loads and wear studies. Face modifica59

tions, defined by laser-drilled holes, provide additional controllability not only on the
flexural mode but also on the torsional mode resonant properties. The probes introduced in this work represent a significant step toward high-speed and robust AFM
imaging.
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Chapter 3
Foldable Structures with
Microscale Hinge Thickness
3.1

Introduction and Motivation

Foldable structures have been an effective solution for compact and lightweight problems in the natural [147, 148] and in artificial systems [21, 23]. Recently, folding
techniques have allowed innovative achievements in the fields of microflyer [149–151],
origami-inspired robotics [152, 153], flexible mechanical metamaterials [ [154, 155],
and deployable devices [156, 157]. Unlike compliant mechanisms [158], in which a
large portion of the device is bending, foldable structures are typically composed of
relatively rigid areas connected by compliant hinges. For such designs, origami, the
ancient art of paper folding, has been one of the most popular sources of inspiration
in developing complex geometries [22]. The origami-inspired designs enable scalable
two-dimensional patterns that can substitute bulky components with rigid facets and
flexible hinges to be folded into complex three-dimensional geometries. In the view
of microfabrication, the greatest advantage of the folding two-dimensional precursor
may be the utilization of mature planar fabrication techniques that avoids the mate61

rialistic and performance limitations of direct 3D fabrication. In addition, the recent
development of origami mathematics [17, 19, 159] builds the framework for rapid prototyping a complex geometry on a wafer-scale rather than manufacturing individual
components.

However, there remain many technical challenges. The success of origami-engineered
applications is often determined by the functionality and scalability limited by the
material choices and their manufacturing methods. For origami-inspired miniature
robotics applications, for example, there is a great need for a functional material with
programmable capability, which allows integration of sensing or computing components, and manufacturing compatibility to be formed into a foldable design. Silicon
(Si), for instance, is a well-established material in the semiconductor industry that has
been used in the development of high-performance microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS). Additionally, silicon is universally used in conventional planar microfabrication processes, making two-dimensional origami patterns to be easily adapted.
However, silicon alone is brittle and not suitable for folding itself, which involves
bending and twisting at the fold region. Instead, a thin polymer film can be utilized
as a hinge material to create a foldable silicon structure. In this chapter, silicon foldable devices with Parylene-C hinges are discussed.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Folding Terminologies

A hinge is a connection, a line segment, between faces or a sheet of material. It is a
region that behaves as a joint for a folding motion. When a sheet folds to a certain
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angle, it is called the folding angle, typically a measurement of the angle between
two faces meeting at a hinge from a horizontal plane, or the supplement of the dihedral angle (Figure 3.1(a)). When two faces about a hinge have a nonzero angle,
it is known as a crease. A crease can be a mountain fold when the fold angle is
negative (−π ≤ θ < 0) or a valley fold when the fold angle is positive (0 < θ ≤ π)
(Figure 3.1(b)).

Figure 3.1. Schematic descriptions of folding terminologies: (a) face, hinge, and folding
angle and (b) mountain and valley fold (folding directions).

3.2.2

Folding vs Bending

A rigorous definition defines a bend to be elastic and reversible deformation and a
crease to be plastic and permanent while a fold is defined as any deformation with a
non-zero folding angle that deviates from a flat state, including both the bend and the
crease [160]. However, the terms folding and bending are often interchangeably used,
because the bending of a hinge drives a fold [161,162]. The difference between bending
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and folding, therefore, can be explained simply by the size of the deforming area:
folding is when the bending deformation is localized [163]. Based on this definition,
the stresses involved in a fold can be expressed by stress in a beam under pure bending
as shown in Figure 3.2:

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of a beam under pure bending with bending moment of
M and resulting angle of arc θ and radius of curvature R.

 
 
E
E
σx = y
=y
θ
R
L

(3.1)

where y is the distance through the thickness of the beam from the neutral axis, E is
the elastic modulus, and R is the radius of curvature that is equivalent to the ratio of
the length of the beam L to the arc angle θ. From Eqn. (3.1), it can be approximated
that the maximum stress occurs at the faces of the beam (i.e., y = t/2, where t is the
thickness of the beam) when the beam is completely folded (i.e., θ = π):
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σx,max = y

Eπt
2L


(3.2)

When it comes to actuating the fold, the required torque to deform the hinge to a
folding angle of θ is given by [164, 165]

τ=

EW t3
θ
12L

(3.3)

where W , t, and L are the width, thickness, and length of the hinge, respectively.

3.2.3

Previous Silicon Folding Structures

Several noteworthy silicon-based folding devices have been demonstrated previously.
Pister et al. [166] microfabricated pin-hinged polysilicon plates using a sacrificial phosphosilicate glass. While the polysilicon hinges could be designed so that they fold
only in a certain direction, the friction in the rotational joints makes the fold difficult
to control. Shimoyama et al. [167, 168] avoided this issue by employing polyimide
as polymeric connectors whose deformations are friction-free. By depositing metal
layers, the folds were electrostatically actuated, achieving a flapping-like motion and
vertically standing plates. However, the device must be fixed to an electric-fieldgenerating substrate to be actuated, preventing access to a larger range of folding
angles and geometries.
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Zotov et al. [169] and Efimovskaya et al. [170] developed 3D folded MEMS devices
with flexible polyimide and Parylene-C that were completely released from the substrate. In these reports, microfabrication techniques enabled the integration of MEMS
sensors, such as resonators and accelerometers, and electric circuits. The 3D folded
structures were locked once folded, however, using interlocking latches that were
placed on the edges of the silicon faces, inhibiting unfolding. On the other hand,
multiple folding and unfolding of a silicon-based photovoltaic device with ParyleneC were demonstrated by Tang et al. [171]. The authors discuss that the first few
folds create fractures at the polymer films as the creases are formed, but once the
creases are placed, the following folding and unfolding are reliable. These studies
present interconnection by polymeric films as a promising approach for manufacturing silicon-based folding structures.

3.2.4

Parylene Hinges

As utilized by the previous studies of silicon folding structures, polymer hinges are essential in providing the robustness and the repeatability of folds and their actuation.
Previously, many polymeric films that configured from 2D sheets to 3D shapes [20] in
response to external stimuli, such as thermal heat [172] and light [173,174], have been
studied. When it comes to mechanical stimulus, Parylene is a promising material for
flexible hinges [175, 176]. Parylene, or poly-(p-xylylene), is a hydrophobic, semicrystalline, thermoplastic polymer that can be deposited conformally a pinhole-free film
with microscale thickness. There are several types of Parylene of which the commonly
used are Parylene-N, Parylene-D, Parylene-HT, and Parylene-C [177]. Among these
Parylene films, Parylene-C is a popular choice for its biocompatibility [178] and low
intrinsic stress [179–181]. The high mechanical strength, flexibility, and the ability
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to sustain elongation up to 200% [182] make Parylene-C a promising choice for the
flexible hinge with microscale thickness.

3.2.5

Micro-Aerial Vehicles (MAVs)

Silicon foldable structures can benefit aerospace applications by enabling flyers with
integrated electronics and deployable capabilities. For example, satellites and antennas are stowed in a compact state when launched and expand as they are deployed [183, 184]. Similar to these large macroscale structures, smaller vehicles, such
as micro-aerial vehicles (MAVs), are subject to weight and size constraints that can be
addressed with microfabricated foldable structures. MAVs are aircraft with characteristic dimensions (e.g., wingspan) smaller than 15 cm [25,26]. Because of their small
size and low velocities, MAVs operate at a very low Reynolds number (Re < 105 ).
This presents the challenge of creating a small wing that produces sufficient lift and
thrust without excessive size and weight [185]. For this reason, many designs of MAVs
favor having flapping wings [185, 186] that were developed by imitating small birds
and insects [187–191]. However, rotating wings can more efficiently produce lift and
drag in certain conditions [192]. Previously, Piccoli and Yim developed a flying vehicle with a rotating body of size as small as 28 mm [193].

3.3

Objective

In this chapter, the development of foldable silicon structures with Parylene hinges is
discussed. We demonstrate that, due to the conformality of Parylene deposition, the
folding directions can be controlled based on the spacings between silicon frames. In
addition, we present deployable propeller wings that are initially folded but expand
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when rotated, producing thrust capable of flight.

3.4

Fabrication of Foldable Silicon Structures

The fabrication steps are shown in Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of fabrication steps
for silicon folding frames with polymeric hinges. First, silicon dioxide (SiO2 ), which
acts as a hard mask during deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), is deposited on the
200 µm thick silicon substrate. The SiO2 layer with a thickness ranging from 1.6 µm
to 2 µm was deposited in an N2 environment at 350◦ C (Oxford Instruments Plasma
Lab 100 PECVD). Following the deposition, the photoresist layer was spin-coated.
The photoresist layer was applied with the following steps: (1) A adhesion promoter
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was spun at 3000 rpm for 20 seconds followed by softbake at 115◦ C for 20 seconds. (2) SPR220-3 (Megaposit) was spun at 3000 rpm for
60 seconds for an expected thickness of ∼3 µm followed by softbake at 115◦ C for 3
minutes. The photolithography step via direct laser writing (Heidelberg DWL 66+)
patterned the desired shape of a folding structure, exposing the area to be removed
including the hinge region. Next, the wafer was put into reactive ion etching (RIE)
chamber (Oxford Instruments Plasma Lab 80+ RIE) to open the area for subsequent
deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) (SPTS Rapier Si DRIE), in which the silicon layer
was etched vertically to define the hinge regions. In advance of DRIE, a handle wafer
of 500 µm silicon is attached to the backside of the device wafer using Crystalbond.
After DRIE, a 6 to 8 µm of Parylene-C film was deposited (SCS Labcoter 2 PDS
2010) followed by the release of the device by melting the Crystalbond at 65◦ C which
was much below the Parylene’s melting temperature of 290◦ C and cutting out the
excess Parylene-C film along the perimeter of the device with a razor blade.

Foldable structures made from silicon frames following the above fabrication steps are
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Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of fabrication steps for silicon folding frames with polymeric hinges.
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shown in Figure 3.4(a). The two types of fold directions are achieved. For valley fold,
Parylene-C film covered the gap between the frames, placing the hinge at the top
(Figure 3.4(b)). Mountain fold, on the other hand, had Parylene-C film conformally
covering the frames and the gap, resulting in the hinge at the bottom (Figure 3.4(c)).

Figure 3.4. (a) An example silicon-parylene folding frame. The magnified images are
SEM images of (b) valley and (c) mountain folds. The parylene layer is colored green for
better visibility.

3.4.1

Deposition of Parylene and Folding Direction

The control of folding directions is better understood with the deposition nature of
Parylene. The deposition of Parylene-C, referred to as parylene from here on, starts
with powder dimer vaporizing at a temperature greater than 150◦ C and pyrolysis of
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the dimer at 690◦ C that forms a reactive monomer [194]. The reactive gas is maintained at approximately 200◦ C and pumped into the chamber where a film is deposited
conformally onto a target substrate that is kept at room temperature. The deposition
in the vapor phase is limited by diffusion inside a narrow gap [195]. The behavior of
the gas within the gap can be classified by the Knudsen-number Kn, a dimensionless
parameter that is the ratio between the mean free path λ of the gas molecules and
the characteristic length-scale, which corresponds to the gap distance d in our case
(Kn = λ/d). The chamber is typically kept at 100 mTorr, resulting in the mean free
path of vapor parylene dimer of approximately λ = 0.1 cm [196]. Consider a trench
with a vertical wall height of 200 µm (i.e., the thickness of our device silicon substrate
and an opening at the top with gap distances d of 20 µm and 80 µm that result in the
corresponding Knudsen numbers of Kn = 50 and Kn = 12.5, respectively. For the
narrower gap with a larger Knudsen number, gas molecules cannot readily access the
deeper region and form a tapered deposition profile with the film being thicker at the
gap entrance. On the other hand, for the larger gap with a smaller Knudsen number,
the film can be conformally deposited uniformly along the walls and the floor of the
gap. Based on these deposition profiles, the folding direction can be determined. In
our work, for small gaps (d < 30 µm for this work), the film clogged the gap, resulting in a valley-fold-type parylene hinge. For large gaps (30 µm < d < 80 µm), the
film conformally deposited, resulting in a mountain-fold-type parylene hinge. In both
cases, the thickness of the silicon imposes physical constraints, preventing the fold in
opposite directions (Figure 3.5(a)). If the gap distance was larger than the thickness
of the device layer (200 µm < d), the hinge was able to freely fold in both directions,
or bidirectionally. Hence, the folding direction was able to be controlled based on
the gap distance. To demonstrate this concept, Figure 3.5(b) shows a silicon cube
constructed by a pattern with only valley folds (d = 30 µm).
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Figure 3.5. (a) Illustration elucidating the mechanism of gap-controlled folding direction.
(b) A cube made from six silicon frames connected by Parylene-C hinges with unidirectional
valley folds.

In addition to the deposition nature that allows variations of folding directions, parylene was chosen for its mechanical properties. To assure that parylene can withstand
a large fold angle (e.g. θ = π), the maximum stress a parylene hinge has to endure was
found from Eqn. (3.2). For the geometries in this work, the length and the thickness
of a hinge in Eqn. (3.2) corresponds to the gap distance d the parylene film thickness t,
respectively. For parylene thickness of 8 µm, the low stiffness of parylene (Table 3.1)
results in maximums stress of approximately 1.8 GPa and 0.4 GPa for gap distances
of 20 µm and 80 µm (i.e., separations used for the valley and mountain folds in this
work), respectively. Although for some cases, the maximum stress exceeds the yield
strength of parylene, the stress values correspond to strains in the range of 0.1 to
0.65, which are much smaller than parylene’s maximum strain limit of 2 [182].
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Table 3.1. Properties of silicon and Parylene-C.

Property
Young’s Modulus [GPa]
Yield Strength [GPa]
Density [kg/m3 ]

Silicon
190∗
7∗
2330∗

Parylene-C
2.8†
0.55†
1289†

∗ Taken
†

from Petersen [119].
Taken from Kim and Meng [177].

Figure 3.6. Examples of origami-inspired foldable silicon devices.

3.4.2

Fabrication Challenges and Remarks

There are a few challenges associated with the presented method of fabrication. First,
the minimum achievable gap was limited by the DRIE process. Despite the capability
of the DRIE tool to achieve an aspect ratio (i.e., gap-to-depth ratio) of 65:1, we typically only achieved 20:1. For instance, the DRIE etched through the 200 µm silicon
device layer for a 20-µm gap, allowing the resultant silicon faces to fold freely, but
did not etch through a 10-µm gap and prevented the silicon from folding. This made
scaling the fabrication to thicker wafers and adopting more complex designs difficult.
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The limitations of the DRIE tool are often attributed to the gas transport mechanism [197] and can be overcome with optimized cycles. Previous studies reported
aspect ratios ranging from 30:1 to 160:1 [198–202], suggesting that our methods could
also be improved.

Second, parylene can delaminate as seen in Figure 3.5(b). This is exacerbated when
the parylene layer is pulled or stretched during a fold. Although, in general, parylene
adheres well to a clean, smooth silicon surface, delamination can compromise the
mechanical integrity of the foldable devices and the folding configurations, making
the control of folding direction difficult. However, there are several strategies to improve the adhesion of parylene to silicon substrates, including treating the substrate
surface with silane A-174 and plasma polymerized layers, anchoring, and thermal
treatment [203–205]

Despite these challenges, many origami patterns were attempted, some of which are
shown in Figure 3.6. Unlike paper-folding in which the crease is assumed to have
zero width, for our silicon-made folding patterns, appropriate gap distances must be
considered in the design to define the valley fold and mountain fold regions precisely.
MATLAB codes that generate origami patterns, including waterbomb, flasher, and
Miura-Ori, are presented in Appendix D.

3.5

Foldable Silicon Propeller Wing

We made a propeller blade out of silicon-parylene foldable frames with unidirectional
mountain folds using our fabrication method (Figure 3.7). The 20-degree angle-ofattack was provided by the 3D-printed hub to which the wings were installed at
the protruding pins and glued on (Figure 3.8(a)). The resulting assembled propeller
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weighed only 101 mg. The unidirectional mountain folds allow the wing to be rolled
up (Figure 3.8(b)). The propeller started in a folded state with a diameter of 23 mm
and expanded to 44 mm diameter due to the centrifugal force (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.7. Schematic diagrams of the fabrication process for a silicon foldable wing with
unidirectional folds.

The thrust of our silicon propeller was measured and compared to the thrust of the
Cheerson CX-STARS quadcopter propeller [206]. Both wings were actuated by the
Cheerson motor, which weighs 0.67 g, that was rotated to its maximum power. The
resulting thrust measurement is shown in Figure 3.10. At the motor’s maximum
power, our silicon propeller produced roughly 3 g of thrust at 17 kRPM of rotational
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Figure 3.8. Photographs of (a) fully assembled foldable propeller and (b) folded wing.
The 3D-printed hub imposes an angle-of-attack.

Figure 3.9. Sequential images of silicon propeller being deployed during a thrust measurement. The propeller is initially in a compact folded state but expands to its full length by
the centrifugal force.
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speed. Despite the smaller rotational speed due to its larger size (i.e., double the
length and widths) compared to a Cheerson propeller, our propellers produced larger
thrust. This indicates that our propellers have the potential to carry loads more
than one order of magnitude larger than their mass. And the folding capability adds
an advantage over traditional propellers and shows promising potentials for future
microflyer applications. In addition, the wings can be scaled using our fabrication
methods to different sizes as shown in Figure 3.11 to further reduce weight.

Figure 3.10. Measurements of thrust produced by the foldable silicon-based propeller and
a single Cheerson quadcopter propeller.

3.6

Conclusion

We demonstrated silicon-based foldable structures with parylene-film hinges. Combined with the vapor phase deposition nature of parylene, the microfabricated silicon
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frames with tailored spacings were shown to have controllability over the folding direction with narrow gaps leading to valley folds and larger gaps leading to mountain
folds. These foldable devices are beneficial for applications that require compactness
and low weight, and as an example, deployable silicon propellers were presented. Initially, the propellers were folded and then expanded by the centrifugal force when
they were deployed. The fabrication technique that enables these structures should
prove useful for future studies in origami-inspired devices and MAVs.

Figure 3.11. Silicon-foldable wing scaled to different sizes.
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Chapter 4
Sandwich Composite Materials
with Millimeter Thickness
4.1

Introduction and Motivation

Reducing the characteristic dimension of a system, such as making plates thin, is
an intuitive approach to lowering weight. However, the stiffness decreases cubically
with their thickness while the weight only decreases linearly. Hence, thin lightweight
plates can easily deform with a small force and break. For applications that require
mechanically robust structural elements with low weight and small sizes, such as
miniature robots and flyers [207], there is a need for thin plates with high stiffnessand strength-to-weight ratios. Carbon-fiber composites, or carbon-fiber-reinforcepolymers (CFRPs), are a class of materials that fulfills this need with the high
strengths of the carbon fibers complimented by the stiffness of a polymeric matrix.
Despite their advantages, CFRP plates with low thicknesses are too subject to the
same scaling laws and require improvement to be used for structural elements.

One approach to enhance the bending stiffness without a significant increase of thick79

ness and weight is sandwich-plate constructions, in which lightweight cores are reinforced by stiff skin layers on opposing faces. Sandwich plates can achieve improved
mechanical properties, such as high bending stiffness and impact resistance [27, 28].
This chapter provides the construction of carbon-fiber-based sandwich plates with an
aluminum core that exhibits enhanced bending stiffness and strength compared to a
single-ply CFRP.

4.2
4.2.1

Background
Carbon-Fiber Composite Materials

Composite materials are made commonly by combining two or more materials that
can achieve better overall properties than individual components. Fibrous material embedded in a polymeric matrix is a common form of composite that achieves
high weight-specific strength and specific stiffness. The polymeric matrix holds the
strong fibers together and provides large fracture toughness [208]. Carbon-fiberreinforced-polymers (CFRPs), therefore, have been one of the most popular materials for mechanical applications that require low weight. Despite being only a few
micrometers in diameters and low in densities, carbon-fibers have high modulus and
strength [209–212]. However, these properties are only exhibited along the fiber direction. Hence, the properties of carbon-fiber sheets depend not only on the number of
fibers bundled together in tows but also on the weaving orientations [213]. More importantly, the epoxy polymer that the sheets are impregnated with greatly affects the
overall properties of CFRPs, such as their failure mechanisms, which are often based
on the type of epoxy resins and the curing process. CFRPs can undergo failure either
by the fractures of the fibers, by the formation of voids and cracks in the polymer ma-
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trix, or by debonding and delamination of the carbon-fiber-to-polymer interface [214].

4.2.2

Sandwich Plate Constructions

A sandwich plate consists typically of two stiff, strong, and thin faces separated by
a weaker, light, and thick core. The faces are bonded to the core with adhesives
that allow load transfer between the parts. Effective sandwich plates have most of
the core hollowed and place significant portions of the weight on the faces; the stiff
faces resist the bending moment while the thick core resists shear and supports the
faces against wrinkling and buckling. The core materials are commonly formed into
triangular corrugations, as often seen in cardboards, or into hexagonal honeycomb
perforations. This allows the most essential advantage of sandwich construction:
achieving a high stiffness-to-weight ratio and bending strength-to-weight ratio without
adding substantial weight [38, 39, 42, 215]. The choice of adhesives and face and
core materials can produce a variety of mechanical, thermal, electrical, and acoustic
properties and requires optimization that is discussed in detail by [216–218]. Face
sheets are often composed of fibrous laminates, and core layers can consist of a variety
of materials including carbon-fiber [43, 44, 219] and aluminum [33].

4.3

Objective

The goal of this work is to develop sandwich plates consisting of carbon-fiber faces
and perforated aluminum core to enhance specific stiffnesses and strengths compared
to single-ply carbon-fiber sheets. These millimeter-thick sandwich constructions not
only exhibit improved mechanical properties but also folding and curving capabilities
beneficial for structural elements for small-scale robotics with complex geometries.
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4.4
4.4.1

Materials and Fabrication of Carbon-Fiber Sandwich Plates
Fabrication of Sandwich Plates

A schematic diagram of our sandwich plates is shown in Figure 4.1(a). The sandwich
plates were composed of 2×2-twill veneer CFRP (Protech Composites) face sheets
and aluminum cores. The twill pattern allows similar properties in both lateral and
transverse directions. For mechanical testing, all specimens had sizes of 5×1 cm2 .
The CFRPs have 3000, and 6000 fibers per tow correspondingly denoted 3k, and 6k,
respectively. The CFRPs were thin (Table 4.1) that they were able to be cut using
scissors, or for high precision, using laser micromachining (IPG Photonics IX200F).
Table 4.2 shows typical laser settings used to cut different types of CFRP sheets.

Table 4.1. Measured weights, thicknesses, and corresponding areal densities and epoxy
weight fractions of individual components and the assembled sandwich plates.

Average
measured
weight
[g]

Text

3k
3k
3k
6k
6k
6k

3k CFRP
6k CFRP
1.0 Al
0.3 Al
0.2 Al
CFRP-1.0 Al-3k
CFRP-0.3 Al-3k
CFRP-0.2 Al-3k
CFRP-1.0 Al-6k
CFRP-0.3 Al-6k
CFRP-0.2 Al-6k

CFRP
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP

0.186
0.311
0.427
0.186
0.084
1.02
0.71
0.60
1.29
1.00
0.83

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.002
0.001
0.001
0.006
0.001
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.06
0.00
0.00

Average
Calculated
measured
average
areal
applied epoxy
density weight fraction
[mg/cm2 ]
[%]
0.311 ± 0.003
37.3
0.428 ± 0.005
62.3
0.38 ± 0.01
85.5
0.41 ± 0.01
37.2
0.33 ± 0.02
16.9
1.21 ± 0.02
204
21
1.39 ± 0.04
143
25
1.07 ± 0.01
120
23
1.29 ± 0.01
257
18
1.34 ± 0.00
200
16
1.20 ± 0.00
165
14
Average
measured
thickness
[mm]

For the aluminum core, a 6061-type aluminum sheet (McMaster-Carr) was used. Although the aluminum sheets can also be cut with scissors, they were difficult to cut
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Figure 4.1. Schematic diagrams of (a) a sandwich plate assembly and (b) the 3D-printed
mold used to fabricate the sandwich plates.
Table 4.2. Laser (green laser (532 nm), max power at 100 W) parameters for cutting
CFRP sheets.

CFRP Type

Laser Intensity [%]

1k CF
3k CFRP
6k CFRP

70
100
100

Laser Repetition
Rate [kHz]
100
100
100

Number of Loops
50
50
100

with laser micromachining. Instead, a waterjet cutter (Omax 2626 JetMachining Center) was used to cut aluminum sheets into test specimens and pattern into honeycomb
perforations with the remaining portion of the area denoted by fill factors FF of 1.0,
0.3, and 0.2 (i.e., FF = 1.0 indicates no material was removed and FF = 0.2 implies
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20% of the material was remaining with 80% removed). The shapes and dimensions
of these different types of cores are shown in Figure 4.2. After waterjet cutting, the
aluminum sheets were sanded to polish the surface and remove sharp edges.

Figure 4.2. Photographs of carbon-fiber-reinforced-polymer (CFRP) face sheet and aluminum (Al) core components whose sizes are 5×1 cm2 . For the honeycomb-patterned
aluminum cores, the dimensions of the hexagonal lattice are indicated.

Lastly, to assemble the sandwich plates and bond the CFRP face sheets with the
aluminum cores, a time-curing two-part epoxy (ACP Composites EX-Lam) was used.
In order to better align the laminates and provide sufficient pressure to allow more
firm adhesion, the assembled sandwich plates were placed in a 3D-printed fixture
(Figure 4.1(b)) secured with screws. All sandwich specimens were allowed to cure
for more than 24 hours before being released from their fixtures. Table 4.1 shows
the average dimensions and weights for the plates made with this process and their
components.
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4.4.2

Fabrication Challenges and Remarks

There are a few considerations that must be taken into account when fabricating
these sandwich plates. First, the epoxy cure condition can greatly vary the mechanical properties of the resultant sandwich composite as it determines how hard and stiff
the epoxy would get. For the time-curing epoxy, the ratio of epoxy resin to its hardener is an important factor. The ratio of 2:1 of resin to hardener (ACP Composites
EX-Lam) was used as recommended by the manufacturer. However, when the ratio
was not set to an appropriate amount, the epoxy either did not harden or did not
bond the layers strongly.

Second, in order to minimize weight, we used brushes to apply a thin layer of
epoxy between layers. However, when doing so, a sufficient amount of epoxy should
be applied. Otherwise, the bonding would not be strong and the sandwich plate can
fail by delamination rather than fracturing. The challenge of delamination, which is
most likely caused by non-uniform bonding or insufficient epoxy, is critical as plates
that failed by delamination exhibited lower specific stiffness and strength as discussed
later in Section 4.6. Even though the 3D-printed mold held by screw-tight encapsulation was used to apply pressure to promote more uniform bonding, the surface
conditions of the laminates, such as wrinkles on the carbon-fiber sheet or the rough
edges of honeycomb-perforated aluminum sheet, may be an obstacle. To minimize
these effects, we sanded down the aluminum core.

Lastly, although this work focused on minimizing the thickness and, hence, the
weight of a plate to be used for components of miniature robotic applications, the
increase in bending stiffness of sandwich configuration can be amplified with a thicker
core as shown later in Eqn. (4.3). In other words, there is a trade-off between the
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weight and the bending stiffness. Because the weight scales linearly with thickness
while the bending stiffness scales cubically, it is more efficient to increase thickness.
If we were to increase the core thickness, the use of lighter material, such as Mylar,
instead of aluminum for the core can mitigate the weight gain.

4.5

Tensile Tests

First, the tensile elastic properties of each individual sandwich component were measured. The testing was done on a universal mechanical testing machine (MTS Model
43) with rectangular samples. Figure 4.3 shows the representative force-displacement
curves of the CFRP sheets and 1.0 Al sheets. The Young’s moduli were determined
from the slope of the linear region as indicated in the figure (Table 4.3). For the
aluminum sheets patterned into hexagonal honeycomb, the effective Young’s moduli
in the direction of the tensile axis were estimated by [220]

Eef f

4
=√
3




RW 3
EplainAl
l

(4.1)

where RW and l are the rib-width and the side-length of the hexagon unit.

4.6

Three-Point Bending Test

Three-point bending experiments on the sandwich composite plates were done using
a universal testing machine (MTS Model 43) to characterize their flexural rigidities
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Figure 4.3. Tensile stress-strain curve of rectangular 3k and 6k CFRP sheets and 1.0
Al sheet in which the slopes of the linear regions (shown by the triangles) indicate their
Young’s moduli.
Table 4.3. Elastic moduli of carbon-fiber and
aluminum sheets measured by tensile test.

Sample Type
3k CFRP
6k CFRP
1.0 Al
0.3 Al
0.2 Al
∗ Calculated

Young’s Modulus [GPa]
37 ± 5
43 ± 3
65 ± 5
3.8∗
1.1∗

by Eqn. (4.1) [220].

and strengths. The test setup and the testing specimen are shown in Figure 4.4.
The sandwich plates were supported and loaded by 5-mm-diameter steel pins. These
pins were placed on the machined anvil fixtures with slots, allowing them to rotate
freely about the axis parallel to the pin length. This configuration prevented unnecessary friction between the specimen and the pins and provided more uniform loading.
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Figure 4.4. (a) Three-point bending test setup schematic diagram and photograph (inset).
(b) Photograph and (c) schematic diagram of the sandwich plate composite test specimen.

Figure 4.5 provides the force-displacement curves that exhibit improved bending stiffnesses of the sandwich plates, indicated by the larger force required than the single-ply
CFRP to achieve equivalent extensions, and strengths, indicated by the higher maximum loads. The vertical displacements δ of the plates in a three-point bending test
is related to the applied force F by the superposition of the displacement due to pure
bending δbending and shearing δshearing as
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Figure 4.5. Example force-displacement curve of (a) 3k and (b) 6k CFRP reinforced
aluminum core sandwich plates.
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δ = δbending + δshearing =

F L3
FL
+
48(EI)eq 4(AG)eq

(4.2)

where (EI)eq and (AG)eq are the equivalent flexural and shear rigidities, respectively.
The theoretical estimations for the flexural and shear rigidities are given by

Ef bt3f
Ef btf (tc + tf )2 Ec bt3c
+
+
(EI)eq =
6
2
12

(AG)eq =

b(tc + tf )2
Gc
tc

(4.3)

(4.4)

where Ef and Ec are elastic moduli of the face and the core, respectively, Gc is the
shear modulus of the core, tf and tc are the thicknesses of the face and the core,
respectively, and b is the plate width (Figure 4.4(c)).

Because the shear term is only significant for short plates, experimentally, the deflection due to shear is neglected and the equivalent flexural rigidity and the flexural
strength of the sandwich plates were measured by


(EI)eq = M R =

Fc
2
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c2 + 4δ 2
8δ


(4.5)

σf =

3Fmax c
2bh2

(4.6)

where M and F are the applied moment and the corresponding vertical force (with
Fmax being the maximum load), respectively, R is the resulting radius of curvature
of the plate, c is the separation distance between the support pins, and h is the total
thickness of the sandwich plate, respectively [221].

The measured (EI)eq normalized by the plate widths (i.e., (EI)eq /b) and σf are
shown in Figure 4.6 as a function of the areal densities of the plates. The carbon-fiberreinforced-aluminum sandwich plates exhibited 5 to 80-fold increases in flexural rigidities and 4 to 17-fold increases in flexural strengths with only 2.5 to 6-fold increases in
weights compared to the single-ply CFRP sheets. This suggests that these millimeterthick sandwich plates have enhanced specific stiffnesses and strengths. Note that all
three types of cores (shown in green, red, and blue colors for FF = 1.0, 0.3, and 0.2,
respectively) achieved similar values of flexural rigidity and strength, suggesting that
they are determined by the face sheets or the epoxy rather than the aluminum core.

There appears to be no clear distinction between 3k CFRP-based and 6k CFRP-based
sandwich plates even though 6k CFRP is stiffer, stronger, and heavier. This reflects
the significance of the bonding epoxy, which is approximately 20% of the weight of
the plates and its epoxy whose properties can significantly determine the overall stiffness of the sandwich plates. Without the epoxy, the flexural rigidities are given by
Eqn. (4.2) correspond to the solid lines drawn in Figure 4.6. The epoxy can increase
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Figure 4.6. (a) Flexural rigidity normalized by the width and (b) flexural strength of the
CFRP-Al-CFRP sandwich plates as a function of their areal densities α. The theoretical
estimations of the flexural rigidity made by Eqn. (4.3) with tc varying from 0 to 500 µm are
indicated as red, green, and blue solid lines for sandwich plates and, for comparison, yellow
and blue dotted lines for a single layer of CFRPs and 1.0 Al in (a). (a&b) The colors green,
red, and blue correspond to FF=1.0 Al, 0.3 Al, and 0.2 Al cores, respectively. The yellow
color indicates single-ply CFRP sheet results, provided for comparison. The triangle and
circle shapes correspond to 3k and 6k CFRP, respectively. The cubic power law guidelines
are indicated in gray to show the scaling.
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the effective modulus and the moment of inertia. Therefore, the deviations from the
theory and the variability in experimental results are attributed to the fabrication
conditions, such as the ratio of epoxy resin to hardener and the uniformity of the
bonds between layers. The significance of the uniform adhesion can be seen from the
more uniformly bonded 6k CFRP-1.0 Al-6k CFRP sample that exhibited exceptionally high (EI)eq and σf . This can be further observed from three identically made
3k CFRP-1.0 Al-3k CFRP sandwiches, which correspond to the three blue triangular
points in Figure 4.6, that underwent different failure modes. The more uniformly
bonded sample (Figure 4.7(a)) experienced fracture of epoxy matrix and exhibited
higher stiffness and strength compared to the other two samples that delaminated
(Figure 4.7(b&c)) during the testing.

Figure 4.7. Photographs of 3k-CFRP-reinforced-aluminum sandwich plates, whose cores
had fill factors of FF = 1.0 Al after three-point bending tests where the plates were (a)
bent or (b&c) delaminated.
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4.7

Applications of Sandwich Plates

Apart from the improved flexural stiffness and strength, the thin sandwich plates have
additional capabilities to be manufactured into foldable or curved features. First, an
area on the stiff carbon-fiber face sheet can be cut and opened. The more flexible
core, then, can freely bend, acting as a hinge for a fold (Figure 4.8(a)). This can
be achieved by either assembling pre-cut sheets or by cutting an assembled plate
partially using laser micromachining, which can easily cut through a CFRP sheet
with the parameters shown in Table 4.2 but much slower in cutting a ∼300 µm thick
aluminum sheet. An example of folding CFRP frames, which were cut with laser
micromachining and subsequently connected by a thin polymer film, can be seen in
Figure 4.8(b). Similar to the foldable device discussed in Chapter 3, the CFRP parts
were attached to a sheet of Mylar, a type of polyester film, by glue with gaps between
each frame, allowing folding. In this case, the Mylar acted not only as a flexible hinge
but also as a membrane that covered the opened area of CFRP frames.

Figure 4.8. Folding capabilities of thin CFRP-based sandwich plates. (a) Diagram of
hinge region definition for a sandwich plate with laser micromachining and (b) photograph
of foldable CFRP structure with a polymeric hinge similar to the device demonstrated in
Chapter 3.
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Second, thin CFRPs can be thermally molded, as shown in Figure 4.9(a). The sheet
becomes flexible by applying heat and partially melting the epoxy. Then, it can be
shaped by a curved mold whose curvature is replicated by the sheet once it is cooled
and the epoxy is solidified. In this work, this was done by placing the CFRP parts in
a 3D-printed mold made with high-temperature resin (FLHTAM02, Formlabs) that
can withstand heat up to 238◦ C securing the mold with screws and immersing the
assembly in a heated water bath. The mold was heated (∼90◦ C for 20 min. and subsequently cooled for 20 min. at room temperature, which went below 60◦ C, before
taking the parts out. This method is useful for small parts with precise curvatures
such as propellers with curved camber made from single-ply CFRP for micro-aerial
vehicles (Figure 4.9(b)). However, because the stiffness of the single-ply CFRP is
low, these propellers can be vulnerable to mechanical vibration and result in unstable aerodynamic properties. By employing sandwich construction that is thermally
deformed into a desired curved shape as shown in Figure 4.9(c), such propellers can
be improved by increasing their stiffness. For the shown sandwich sample, both the
bending and twisting were demonstrated by applying heat directly onto the sample
on a hotplate against a metal fixture.

4.8

Conclusion

In this work, millimeter-thick CFRP-based sandwich plates for mesoscale robotics
applications were developed. The results of three-point bending tests indicated that
sandwich plates with honeycomb-perforated aluminum cores have enhanced flexural
rigidities and strengths without excessive increase in weights compared to single-ply
CFRP sheets. The processing conditions of epoxy mixing and bonding impact the
performance of the sandwich plates considerably because a significant fraction of the
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Figure 4.9. Thermal molding capabilities of CFRP-based sandwich plates. (a) Thermal
molding processes that can curve the plate and result in (b) CFRP propellers with an angleof-attack and camber for microflyers and (c) bent and twisted CFRP-Al-CFRP sandwich
plates.

weight of thin composite plates was epoxy. The additional capabilities to be folded
and curved make these sandwich plates promising structural materials for lightweight
miniature robotic systems.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
This chapter offers future work for each project and conclusion remarks.

5.1
5.1.1

Hollow Resonator
Future Work and Improvements

Applications
A unique property that sets the hollow AFM cantilevers with nanoscale wall thickness
apart from other AFM cantilevers is the fact that they have both high bandwidth and
low spring constants. This set of properties are especially useful for two applications:
imaging of soft samples and high sensitivity measurement.

First, the high bandwidth in air is beneficial to image dynamic samples, which has
been conventionally done only in liquid to increase the effective bandwidth. The high
resonant frequencies of our hollow cantilevers allow more versatile measurements on
top of high-speed capabilities in air. In addition, the softness of the hollow cantilever,
as well as its tip, is suitable for biological samples that can be easily damaged or
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altered by traditional probes made of relatively hard materials like silicon, silicon
nitride, and diamond. It is believed that the hollow tip can buckle and recover reversibly upon impact which can be beneficial for samples whose shapes are changing
not only in in-plane but also in out-of-plane directions that shift the sample-to-tip distances. However, as classical contact mechanics typically assume hard tip contacting
an elastic surface, the exact nature of contact between the hollow tip and the sample
and the interaction force associated with it needs further development. It should be
noted that this concept of robustness of hollow structures is the basis for the work
presented in Appendix C.

Second, the reduced spring constant is beneficial for improving force sensitivity. The
force sensing capabilities of AFM are often described by the minimum detectable
√
force, which scales with ∼ k/Q. Although both the spring constant k and the Q
factor are greatly reduced in air, under vacuum, the quality factor of a hollow probe
is comparable to that of a solid probe as the effect of viscous damping is removed. In
other words, under vacuum, hollow cantilevers can achieve lower minimum detectable
force that can be promising for precision force microscopy. Consequently, hollow cantilevers can be useful for mass sensing. One approach to measure or detect biological
and chemical molecules is to use a cantilever-based sensor and measuring its shift
in frequency when the target molecules are absorbed onto the cantilever and change
their effective mass. The mass-detecting sensitivity, in this case, scales with the ratio
of cantilever mass to its resonant frequency (i.e., mc /f0 ) [51, 60]. Because the hollow
cantilevers have low masses that scale linearly with the wall thickness but high resonant frequencies that are independent of the wall thickness, the mass sensitivity is
greatly increased for thin walls. For example, for a solid cantilever with dimensions
of L = 125 µm, W = 45 µm, and H = 3.5 µm, the mass resolution (i.e., ratio of shift
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in mass to frequency ∆m/∆f ) is ∼ 46 pg/Hz. For a hollow cantilever with the same
dimensions and wall thickness of 100 nm, the mass resolution is ∼ 0.24 pg/Hz, which
is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the solid cantilever.

Improvements
The fabrication of hollow AFM cantilevers could be improved by (1) optimizing the
etching process, (2) optimizing the laser micromachining process or use of focused-ion
beam milling, and (3) developing a mass manufacturing scheme, such as including an
etch stop.

The most common obstacle in manufacturing hollow cantilevers was that some of
them collapsed during the etching process. Although this may be due to unexpected
defects on the ALD alumina shell, it is most likely to have been caused by abrupt
pumping and venting cycles or heating associated with the XeF2 etching. Although
the recipe has been adjusted (i.e. delay time was extended to avoid excessive heating
and pressure value was lowered), an optimization study can greatly benefit the yield
rate. In addition, the etch hole was typically placed near the end of the cantilever
close to the tip to ensure etching of both the tip and the length of the cantilever.
However, this may cause a problem for a very long and slender cantilever, in which
the etching is limited by the mean free path of the gaseous etchant.

Even though, for this work, pulsed laser micromachining was used to define the etch
hole and pattern the cantilever, it can be imprecise and messy. For instance, the
holes made for cantilevers with face modifications had rugged edges. In addition, if
the focus and offsetting are improperly done, laser micromachining can easily damage
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the cantilever by milling an unwanted area. Therefore, a more precise tool, such as a
focused-ion beam, is promising in achieving more accurate definitions.

Lastly, it is believed that the fabrication method we developed can be scaled so
that multiple probes are simultaneously manufactured. The manufacturing of AFM
cantilevers can be done at a wafer-scale, in which hundreds of cantilevers are manufactured in a single wafer. In doing so, one of the important features to add, for
hollow cantilever fabrication, is the etch stop. In the presented work, the etching was
controlled by monitoring the etching progress between every few cycles and manually
determined to stop the etching. For this reason, there is uncertainty associated with
the effective lengths of the cantilevers. Therefore, it would be beneficial to develop
cantilevers where there is an etch stop at the base. For instance, the base chip of the
cantilever can be made of silicon nitride while the cantilever itself can be made of
silicon.

5.2
5.2.1

Foldable Structures
Future Work and Improvements

The fabrication process developed in this work provides a framework for silicon-based
foldable devices. An important next step to investigate is the actuation of the folds.
While, in this work, the folded structures were actuated by the mechanical stimulus
of centrifugal force, other self-folding techniques should be considered. There has
been much work done developing programmable self-folding hinges that are actuated
electrically, magnetically, and thermally [20,24]. Since there is a limited thermal budget for parylene, not all of these methods would be suitable. However, considering
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that parylene is compatible with the fabrication of many materials (e.g., parylene
can be deposited at room temperature), there is potential to develop parylene-based
self-folding mechanisms.

Moreover, various origami patterns, as the ones in Appendix D, can be adopted with
our fabrication method. However, to improve the outcome and controllability of the
fabrication, the DRIE process needs to be adjusted. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2,
we were able to only etch aspect ratios of 20:1 or lower. Gaps with high aspect ratios
were either under-etched or the entire wafer was etched (i.e., no device was left) due
to excessive etching that removed the SiO2 and the photoresist masks before etching
through the gaps. This could be improved by adjusting (1) the thickness of the photoresist soft mask and silicon dioxide hard mask and/or (2) the DRIE etching recipe.
Since the DRIE etching defines the hinge regions, improving this part is of value in
the successful manufacturing of silicon foldable devices.

5.3
5.3.1

Sandwich Composite Materials
Future Work and Improvements

The advantages of thin sandwich plates bonded with epoxy are their capabilities to
be formed into curved or folded shapes. We demonstrated these with examples of
carbon-fiber propellers with camber and foldable frames connected by a sheet of Mylar. Since these parts were made from single-ply CFRP sheets, it would be most
interesting to construct a wing or a body of a robot with the CF-Al-CF sandwich
plates. In addition, it would be beneficial to compare sandwich-based components
to their 3D-printed counterparts. It is believed that, with these sandwich plates, the
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components can be lighter but stronger and stiffer than the conventional 3D-printed
parts.

There are a few ways to further reduce the weight and thickness of the plates. First,
a 1k carbon-fiber fabric that is not impregnated with epoxy can be used as a face
sheet. Compared to 3k and 6k pre-impregnated sheets, whose thickness ranges from
300 µm to 450 µm, 1k sheets can have a thickness as low as 100 µm. However, because it is not impregnated with cured epoxy, 1k sheet is difficult to manipulate. For
example, when it is cut into a smaller piece, individual fibers start to fray. One way
to resolve this is to cut the sheet with a laser, which partially burns and hardens
the edges. However, using the laser requires a better understanding of the effect of
laser intensity on carbon fiber as it can burn large areas, resulting in wrinkled and
deformed sheets. The laser parameters that we attempted are shown in Table 4.2.
Second, a plastic-made core, such as a Mylar sheet, that is lighter than aluminum
can be used. A 9-mil (i.e. 229 µm)-thick Mylar was attempted to be used as a core.
However, perforating it using laser micromachining was rather difficult as the Mylar
did not absorb the laser well and partially melted. For thin plastic materials to be
used, a more reliable cutting method needs to be used.

The additional manufacturing techniques can be used to create more complex and
origami-inspired designs. The use of UV-curing epoxy and masking regions while
curing to define hinges and faces for a folding sheet is an interesting method worth
exploring. However, the folding mechanics of carbon-fiber sheets are complex [222]
and may require analysis of crease formed by the sandwich composites. A three-point
bending test we conducted is a good starting point but it is most useful for elastic behavior and subsequent failure. Additional studies that reveal the plastic and buckling
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behavior of sandwich plates can be valuable in the development of robust foldable
devices.

5.4

Concluding Remarks

In this dissertation, various strategies to accomplish lightweight structures were applied using microfabrication for structures with nano- to milli- meter components.
I believe the work presented here provides insights to make structures and materials with low weight yet unique properties and functions. I hope the work presented
here proves to be a useful guideline for further development of hollow resonators and
structures, foldable devices, and sandwich composites.
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Appendix A
Hollow Cantilever Theory
A.1

Reynolds Number Dependence of Hydrodynamic Loading and Hydrodynamic Function

Figure A.1. (a) The real and imaginary parts of hydrodynamic function and (b) hydrodynamic load plotted against Reynolds number. These plots are of hollow rectangular
cantilever with wall thickness of 100 nm, length varying from L = 10 to 150 µm, and width
and height varying with fixed aspect ratio of W = (45µm)/L and H = (3.5µm)/L, respectively. Typical IC-mode cantilevers, whose width ranges from 30 µm to 50 µm and nominal
frequencies are around 300 kHz operating in air has the Reynolds number ranging from
roughly 4 to 12.
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A.2

Comparison of Theories

Figure A.2. Comparison of (a) spring constants predicted with beam theory vs Sader’s
theory [103] with the correction factor β added and (b) quality factors predicted with
Hosaka’s theory [102] vs Sader’s theory [95]. These plots are of hollow rectangular cantilever
with L = 125 µm, W = 45 µm, H = 3.5 µm, and t ranging from 10 nm to 160 nm.

kbeam =

3βEI
L3

2
kSader = 7.525ρf W 2 LQf f0(f
) Γim (f0(f ) )

QHosaka =

2ρc HW f0
p
3µ + 23 W πρf µf0

QSader =

4ρc H
πρf W
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Appendix B
Hollow Contact-Mode Cantilevers
Contact mode cantilevers demonstrated similar changes of properties to that of ICmode mode cantilevers as the cantilevers are transitioned from solid to hollow. Many
contact-mode cantilevers, however, exhibited increased resonant frequencies in their
hollow states. This is because, while cantilevers can be etched fully (Figure B.1(a)),
in some cases, contact-mode cantilevers were under-etched intentionally, resulting in
shorter effective lengths (Figure B.1(b)). In some cases, etching was halted due to
collapse of the cantilever faces (Figure B.1(c)) similar to cases shown in Figure 2.7.
The collapsed region prevents the gaseous etchant from reaching the unetched portion
of the cantilever. However, most hollow contact-mode cantilevers did not experience
such failure, resulting in reduced spring constants and quality factors compared to
the values of their solid counterparts. as shown in Table B.1.
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Figure B.1. Optical microscope image of hollow contact mode cantilevers. The cantilever
in (a) is fully etched to the base, but the cantilever in (b) was under-etched, resulting in
a change of effective length from L = 310 µm in solid to L = 265 µm in hollow. (c) The
front and the back faces of the hollow contact mode cantilever came in contact, resulting
in a partially collapsed and wrinkled cantilever.
Table B.1. Properties of solid and hollow contact-mode cantilever pairs.

Cantilever
Dimensions

Cantilever
Length and Thickness

W = 50 µm
L = 465 µm
L = 404 µm, t = 50 nm
H = 2 µm
W = 37 µm
L = 350 µm
H = 2 µm L = 343 µm, t = 102 nm
W = 30 µm
L = 240 µm
H = 2 µm
L = 222 µm, t = 99 nm
W = 30 µm
L = 340 µm
H = 2 µm
L = 230 µm, t = 99 nm
W = 30 µm
L = 290 µm
H = 2 µm
L = 207 µm, t = 99 nm
W = 40 µm
L = 260 µm
H = 2 µm
L = 260 µm, t = 99 nm
W = 40 µm
L = 360 µm
H = 2 µm
L = 266 µm, t = 99 nm
W = 40 µm
L = 310 µm
H = 2 µm
L = 265 µm, t = 99 nm

Cantilever
Type
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
Solid
Hollow
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Resonant
Frequency
[kHz]
12.1
11.7
15.1
10.2
20.7
41.6
11.1
26.5
14.3
35.2
31.2
50.1
16.2
36.0
22.0
42.9

Spring
Quality
Constant
Factor
[N/m]
40.4
0.19
11.6
0.05
29.1
0.12
4.4
0.01
45.7
0.13
11.2
0.08
27.0
0.05
8.0
0.14
33.1
0.06
10.5
0.06
57.9
0.36
12.6
0.14
34.2
0.12
10.1
0.10
43.7
0.24
11.6
0.15

Appendix C
Hollow Tube with Microscale Wall
Thickness
C.1

Introduction

Hollowing a material that results in a porous structure is an effective method to
reduce weight while maintaining sufficient levels of mechanical strength and stiffness.
Recently, low-density cellular materials that utilize hollow trusses called mechanical
metamaterials have been studied because of their high stiffness and strength despite
their low density [127–129,223,224]. Additionally, these hollow structures suppress the
brittle behavior of ceramic materials owing to the size effects and hierarchical designs
and instead buckle reversibly. The outcome of such behavior is mechanical resilience
where structures recover their original shapes after being compressed because the
induced stress during the mechanical loading initiates local shell buckling of hollow
geometries or beam buckling of the trusses before fracture yielding. This behavior
is governed by the geometric aspect ratio and the use of advanced microfabrication
had enabled precise positioning required for extremely high aspect ratios. Despite
their unprecedented performance, these structures are limited by the manufacturing
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speed where the largest structures only are a few millimeters in size. However, the
principle of hollow geometries and the buckling effects can be scaled as long as proper
aspect ratios are maintained. The challenge, therefore, lies in the reliable fabrication
of hollow beams with ultrathin thicknesses that can at least maintain their shapes.
In this chapter, a creation of macroscale hollow truss structures was studied using
a thin micrometer range polymeric sheet reinforced by a nanometer range alumina
(Al2 O3 ) coating.

C.2

Buckling Stresses of Hollow Beams

Consider a thin-walled hollow cylindrical beam with a radius of r, a length of L, and
a wall thickness of t. The linear stability of thin-walled cylinders under axial compression and bending were first analyzed by Donnell [225] and then by Batdorf [226]
that resulted in the equation for deflection w given by



∂ 2w
∂ 2w
∂ 2 w σy
Et ∂ 4 w
4
+ t∇ σx 2 + 2τ
+ σy 2 −
+ ∇4 p = 0
D∇ w + 2
r ∂x4
∂x
∂x∂y
∂y
r
8

(C.1)

where the operators are
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(C.2)

and E is the Young’s modulus of the constituent material, σx , σy , and τ are the applied axial stress, applied circumferential stress, and applied shear stress, respectively,
and p is the lateral pressure.

C.2.1

Lateral Pressure

In the case when only a constant lateral pressure p is present, Eqn. (C.1) simplifies
to

D∇8 w +

2
Et ∂ 4 w
4∂ w
+
σ
t∇
=0
y
r2 ∂x4
∂y 2

(C.3)

where

σy =

pr
t

(C.4)

If we divide Eqn. (C.2) by D = Et3 /12(1 − ν 2 ),

∇8 w +

12Z 2 ∂ 4 w
π2 4 ∂ 2w
+
k
=0
y 2∇
L2 ∂x4
L
∂y 2
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(C.5)

where

Z=

L2 p
(1 − ν 2 )
rt

(C.6)

σy tL2
π2D

(C.7)

ky =

Solving Eqn. (C.5) using the following boundary conditions

w(0, y) = w(L, y) = 0
∂ 2w
∂ 2w
(0,
y)
=
(L, y) = 0
∂x2
∂x2

(C.8)

results in a general solution

w = w0 sin

mπx
πy
sin
λ
L

(C.9)

where λ is the half wavelength of buckling in the circumferential direction. Substituting expressions in Eqn. (C.5) with Eqn. (C.9) and solving for ky , we get
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ky =

(m2 + β 2 )2
12Z 2 m4
+
β2
π 4 β 2 (m2 + β 2 )2

(C.10)

where β = L/λ. The ky is the buckling coefficient whose critical value can be found
by minimizing ky which is achieved when m = 1, resulting in

12Z 2
(1 + β 2 )2
+ 4 2
ky =
β2
π β (1 + β 2 )2

C.2.2

(C.11)

Axial Compression

In the case where only applied axial stress σx is present, Eqn. (C.1) simplifies to

D∇8 w +

2
Et ∂ 4 w
4∂ w
+
σ
t∇
=0
x
r2 ∂x4
∂x2

(C.12)

Dividing Eqn. (C.12) by D,

∇8 w +

12Z 2 ∂ 4 w
π2 4 ∂ 2w
+
k
∇
=0
x
L2 ∂x4
L2
∂y 2
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(C.13)

where

kx =

σx tL2
π2D

(C.14)

Solving for kx , using Eqn. (C.9) in Eqn. (C.12) results in

12(γZ)2 m4
(m2 + β 2 )2
kx =
+ 4 2
m2
π (m + β 2 )2

(C.15)

Note that a correction factor γ has been added to account for the theoretical predictions and experimental results. The critical value of kx is

√
4 3
kx = 2 γZ ≈ 0.702γZ
π

(C.16)

Then, the critical buckling stress can be expressed as

π2D
γE
σx = kx 2 = p
tL
3(1 − ν 2 )
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t
r

(C.17)

For buckling of cylindrical shell, the correction factor γ was given by Seide and Weingarten et al. [227, 228] as
γ = 1 − 0.901(1 − e−φ )
r
1 r
φ=
16 t

C.2.3

(C.18)

Bending

Seide and Weingarten [229] showed that the critical buckling axial stress due to pure
bending is approximately equal to the critical compressive stress for a simply supported beam with finite length. Therefore, the critical stress can be approximated
using the expression of Eqn. (C.17) by

σbending = σaxial

 
t
=p
2
3(1 − ν ) r
γE

(C.19)

where γ is given for the pure bending case as [227]

γ = 1 − 0.731(1 − e−φ )
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(C.20)

It should be noted that, previously, Brazier [230] and Gellin [231] derived critical
stress for the collapse of an infinitely long hollow cylinder. Brazier predicted that the
hollow tube would buckle by first ovalizing the circular cross-section, which lowers
the flexural stiffness, followed by eventual collapse and flattening of the cross-section.
For such buckling, the critical stress is given by

σbending

√
 
E
t
2 2
p
=
9
(1 − ν 2 ) r

which is equivalent to Eqn. (C.19) when γ =

√
2 6
,
9

(C.21)

which is obtained when the radius-

to-thickness ratio is approximately 57. However, Fabian [232] showed that the bifurcation buckling points occur before the limit point of the cross-sectional collapse.
Instead, the cylinder can undergo short-wave axial buckling, or the bifurcation buckling [233].

C.2.4

Buckling Due to Weight

Consider a simply supported Euler-Bernoulli beam whose deflection along the length
of the beam under a uniformly distributed load equivalent to the gravitational body
force of the tube is given by

 4

x
Q
3
2
− 2x + L x
δ(x) =
24EI L
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(C.22)

where Q is the weight of the tube that can be can be estimated by

Q = 2πrtLρg

(C.23)

with ρ being the density of the constituent material. The maximum deflection occurs
at the center of the beam (x = L/2) and the corresponding maximum moment is
given by

δmax

5ρgL4
5QL4
=
=
384EI
192Er2

Mmax =

πrtρgL2
4

(C.24)

(C.25)

Note that the second moment inertia of a thin-walled hollow circular section is
I = πr3 t. Then, the maximum stress due to the weight of the beam is

σweight =

Mmax r
ρgL2
=
I
4r

(C.26)

To find the critical dimension (i.e., length of the beam) at which the beam would
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buckle due to its own weight, we can compare the stresses found in Eqn. (C.19) and
Eqn. (C.26):
 
γE
t
ρgL2
=p
2
4r
3(1 − ν ) r
"
#1/2
4γ
E
L= p
3(1 − ν 2 ) ρg

(C.27)

Note that the critical length of a hollow cylindrical beam is independent of the tube
√
radius but scales with the wall thickness as Lc ∝ t.

Using the result of Eqn. (C.27), we can determine the maximum lengths of beams
we can fabricate. For a hollow cylindrical tube with a diameter of 3 mm made up of
Mylar, a type of polyester film, with Young’s modulus of 5 MPa, Poisson’s ratio of
0.38, and density of 1380 kg/m3 , the predicted maximum length of tube that can be
made with a wall thickness of 1.5 µm is 71 cm. For a hollow cylindrical tube made
up of ALD alumina with a wall thickness of 100 nm, with Young’s modulus of 145
GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, and density of 3200 kg/m3 , the maximum length of tube
that can be made is 55 cm. While the maximum segment lengths are similar, the
hypothetical ALD tube would be about 6 times lighter per unit area of the tube.

C.3

Fabrication of Hollow Structures

C.3.1

Hollow Mylar-Al2 O3 Tube Fabrication

Fabrication of macroscale hollow tubes with thicknesses ranging from nanometer to
micrometer consists of (1) hollow beam formation and (2) conformal deposition of
stiffening material. For the first step, the Mylar sheet was rolled by wrapping PTFE
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rods (Figure C.1). PTFE rods were chosen because they can withstand deposition
temperatures of up to 150℃ and, to our experience, easy to slip off the Mylar tube
without getting it torn or wrinkled. To seal the roll, earlier samples were applied
with a small dose of isopropanol alcohol (IPA), which held the Mylar sheet together
as it is dried. However, when IPA is completed dried the rolled Mylar tube frequently
unraveled. To avoid such issues, later samples had heat treatment along with the seal
with a soldering tip (estimated temperature of 200◦ C) that fused the edge.

Figure C.1. Photographs of the typical rolling process of hollow Mylar tubes.

Once the Mylar tube was rolled, it was deposited with a thin layer of aluminum oxide
(Al2 O3 ) via atomic layer deposition (ALD) (Cambridge Nanotech S200 ALD) with
water and trimethylaluminum (TMA) precursors. The cylindrical ALD chamber had
a limited size of 18 mm in diameter and 6 mm in height which provided constraint to
the length and the diameter of the tubes that can be fabricated. The deposition was
done at 150◦ C much lower than the melting point of Mylar (254◦ C To prevent ther-
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mal deformation of the Mylar tube that results in tearing and wrinkling, the Mylar
wrapped rods were suspended between glass slides or silicon substrates so that the
Mylar is not in direct contact with the heating plate. The Al2 O3 -Mylar composite
tube was sled off from the PTFE rod once the deposition was completed. The final
Al2 O3 -Mylar hollow tube exhibits mechanical stiffness and robustness suppressing
buckling of the beam and holds its shape, unlike the same tube that buckled to its
own weight without ALD Al2 O3 layer (Figure C.2).

Figure C.2. Photographs of a hollow Mylar tube before and after 12 nm of ALD alumina
(Al2 O3 ) deposition. ALD alumina layers provide stiffness that enables the tube to hold its
shape.

C.3.2

3D Structure Fabrication

The fabricated tubes with ALD Al2 O3 coating were assembled into tetrahedrons and
cubes frames. To bond the rods, thin UV curing epoxies (Loon Outdoors) was applied to the ends of the rods where the connections are made. Figure C.3 shows
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an example of a tetrahedron made of hollow Al2 O3 -Mylar tubes with dimensions of
approximately L = 5 cm, r = 1.5 mm, and t = 2 µm. For these tubes, roughly 100
nm of ALD alumina was deposited which increases the weight of the tube by roughly
11%. The total weight of the tetrahedron was roughly 28 mg. However, the estimated
total weight of six tubes that constructed the tetrahedron is only approximately 8.7
mg, indicating that the adhesive contributes almost 70% of the weight. Therefore,
alternative bonding measures, such as using soldering tips to fuse the Mylar, that can
remove the use of adhesive are more desirable.

Figure C.3. A photograph of tetrahedron frame made of Al2 O3 -Mylar composite hollow
tubes with a total mass of 28 mg of which 70% is estimated to be the weight of the glue.

C.4

3D Structure Fabrication

The 3D structures made from hollow tubes were tested under a universal mechanical
testing setup (Instron 4206). A tetrahedron and cube made up tubes of L = 3 cm,
r = 1.5 mm, and t = 2 µm with 100 nm of ALD alumina coating were compressed and
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unloaded between two aluminum anvils. Figure C.4 represents the force-displacement
curves that show multiple peaks and flat regions that are most likely associated with
the relief of stress by buckling of beams. Note that the loading and supporting fixtures
were smaller in size than the 3D frames causing non-uniform loading conditions and
require additional testing. The structures exhibit exceptional mechanical resilience as
it recovers to its original shape after decompression (Figure C.5). This resilience can
be attributed to the buckling failure mode of the hollow tubes instead of fracturing.
A hollow beam can undergo three modes of failure: material yielding, Euler-beam
buckling, and local shell buckling [223]. The buckling cases can occur for stresses
given by

Figure C.4. Force-displacement curves of (a) tetrahedron and (b) cube constructed with
hollow Al2 O3 -Mylar tubes of L = 3 cm, r = 1.5 mm, and t = 2 µm with 100 nm of ALD
alumina coating.

σbeam =

π 2 EI
(kL)2 A
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(C.28)

Figure C.5. Recovery of the 3D structures after compression test.

σshell

 
t
=p
3(1 − ν 2 ) r
E

(C.29)

where E and ν are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the constituent material,
respectively, A, L, r, and t are the cross-sectional area, length, radius, and wall
thickness of the tube, and k is a constant based on the boundary condition that
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depends on the geometry of the structure. Because our structures were made of
hollow tubes whose wall thickness values were much smaller than the radius and the
length of the tube (i.e., t  r, L), it is most likely that the failure is initiated by
shell buckling. Hence, a transition point between buckling mode and yielding can be
found by comparing the yield strength to the expression of Eqn. (C.29):
 
t
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E
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(C.30)

For ALD alumina whose yield strength is approximately 400 MPa [107], the critical thickness-to-radius ratio is 0.0045. Our 3 mm-diameter-hollow tubes with 100
nm ALD alumina have the t/r of 0.00007, which is much smaller than the critical
value. Therefore, our structures undergo reversible buckling that exhibits mechanical
resilience. However, plastically deformed regions, or kinks, were formed at the center
of the beams and remained after the decompression. These may have been caused
by weaknesses introduced during handling and fabrication and can be resolved with
more reliable fabrication and uniform loading.
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Appendix D
MATLAB Codes for Origami
Patterns
This appendix provides MATLAB code that generates origami crease pattern tessellations that can be adapted to the fabrication process detailed in Chapter 3.

D.1

Main Code

clc; clear all; close all; format long g
% This code is the main code to run to generate various origami patterns
%
that can be used for foldable silicon device fabrication.
% The generated .csv file can be imported in to LayoutEditor (2D pattern
%
designer) which can then be used for laser micromachining (e.g. IPG
%
Photonics IX200F) or direct laser writing (e.g. Heidelberg DWL 66+).
%% User Input
% for unit cell and its array
L = 2; % [cm] overall side length; LxL pattern will be generated
n = 5; % number of columns
m = 5; % numer of rows
% define hinge region widths
VFW = 10*10ˆ-4; % [cm] valley fold width
MFW = 50*10ˆ-4; % [cm] moutain fold width
OW = 500*10ˆ-4; % [cm] outer box offset from the edges
IW = MFW;
% [cm] inner box offset (MFW for flasher)
% origami pattern
origami_pattern = ’flasher’; % flasher, MiuraOri, waterbomb, stent
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fabrication = ’Heidelberg’; % ’Heidelberg’ or ’Green_Laser’
% Above produces either segmented (’Heidelberg’ option) or
%
continuous (’Green_laser’ option) outer borderline box.
hatching = ’off’; % ’on’ or ’off’
% Above produces pattern that hatches hinge region
%
for hinge width much greater than the beam width of laser beam.
% hatching settings
g = 5*10ˆ-4; % [cm] dash gap
l = 5*10ˆ-4; % [cm] dash length
% file export
writeCSV = ’off’; % ’on’ or ’off’
% Above can be switched to export the .csv file or not
date = ’20210901’;
filename = strcat(date,’_’,origami_pattern,’_’,... % export file name
’M=’,num2str(MFW*10ˆ4),’um’,’_’,...
’V=’,num2str(VFW*10ˆ4),’um’,’.csv’);
%% Plot Setup
% screen size:
MP = get(0,’MonitorPositions’);
if size(MP,1) == 1 % single screen
shift = [0,0];
elseif size(MP,1) == 2 % dual screen
shift = horzcat(MP(2,1:2),[0,0]);
end
set(0,’units’,’pixels’);
Pix_SS = get(0,’screensize’);
% creating the figure dimensions
width = Pix_SS(3)*1.5/5;
height = Pix_SS(4)*2/5;
xpos = (Pix_SS(3)-width)/20 + shift(1,1);
ypos = (Pix_SS(4)-height)*5/6 + shift(1,2);
%% Fold Pattern Generation (Main)
% original origami pattern
figure(’Name’,’Original Crease Pattern’,...
’Position’, [xpos,ypos,width,height])
origami_function = strcat(origami_pattern,’_’,’origami’);
fh = str2func(origami_function); % create function handle
hold on;
crease_pattern = fh(L,m,n);
hold off;
% M =
% V =
Mline
Vline

mountain fold
valley fold
= crease_pattern.Mline;
= crease_pattern.Vline;
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% fold pattern with fold widths
MFline = foldline_generator(Mline,MFW);
VFline = foldline_generator(Vline,VFW);
MFline = remove_intersection(MFline,[MFline;VFline],MFW);
VFline = remove_intersection(VFline,[MFline;VFline],MFW);
outerbox = outerbox_generator([MFline;VFline]);
% additional lines, such as inner box
if length(fieldnames(crease_pattern)) >= 3
additional_lines = 1;
Iline = crease_pattern.Iline;
Iline = innerbox_generator(Iline,IW);
Iline = remove_intersection(Iline,Iline,MFW);
Fline = complete_pattern([MFline;VFline],outerbox,MFW,fabrication);
Fline = [Fline;Iline];
else
additional_lines = 0;
Fline = complete_pattern([MFline;VFline],outerbox,MFW,fabrication);
end
%% Plot Result
figure(’Name’,’Foldline Pattern’,...
’Position’,[xpos+1.01*width,ypos,width,height])
hold on;
plot(MFline(:,1),MFline(:,2),’Color’,’b’,...
’LineStyle’,’-’,’LineWidth’,1.2)
plot(VFline(:,1),VFline(:,2),’Color’,’r’,...
’LineStyle’,’-’,’LineWidth’,1.2)
if additional_lines
plot(Iline(:,1),Iline(:,2),’Color’,’b’,...
’LineStyle’,’-’,’LineWidth’,1.2)
end
title(’Foldline Pattern’)
hold off;
figure(’Name’,’Final Pattern’,...
’Position’,[xpos+2.02*width,ypos,width,height])
plot(Fline(:,1),Fline(:,2),’Color’,’k’,’LineStyle’,’-’,’LineWidth’,0.7)
title(’Final Pattern’)
% plot dashed/hatching lines
if strcmp(hatching,’on’)
figure(’Name’,’Dashed Line Pattern’,...
’Position’,[xpos+2.02*width,ypos-height,width,height])
hold on;
DashedLine = [];
AllMLines = find_line(Mline);
for i = 1:length(AllMLines)
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line = AllMLines{i};
dashedline = dashedline_generator(line,MFW,g,l);
DashedLine = [DashedLine;dashedline;NaN,NaN];
end
AllVLines = find_line(Vline);
for i = 1:length(AllVLines)
line = AllVLines{i};
dashedline = dashedline_generator(line,VFW,g,l);
DashedLine = [DashedLine;dashedline;NaN,NaN];
end
AllOLines = find_line(outerbox);
for i = 1:length(AllOLines)
line = AllOLines{i};
dashedline = dashedline_generator(line,OW,g,l);
DashedLine = [DashedLine;dashedline;NaN,NaN];
end
title(’Dashed Line Pattern’)
hold off;
end
%% CSV Output
if strcmp(hatching,’off’)
csv = Fline;
elseif strcmp(hatching,’on’)
csv = DashedLine;
end
csv = num2cell(csv);
csv(cellfun(@isnan,csv)) = {[]};
csv2 = cell2table(csv);
if strcmp(writeCSV,’on’)
writetable(csv2,filename,...
’WriteVariableNames’,false)
end
%% Functions
function FoldlineLib = foldline_generator(LineLib,FW)
% This function generates the foldline with width (split a line into two
% separated by a certain width)
% Input:
%
’LineLib’ is an array of library of all lines
%
’FW’ is a constant value foldline width
% Output:
%
’FoldlineLib’ is an array with NaN row separation
%
with all the foldines
% initialize
FoldlineLib = [];
AllLines = find_line(LineLib);
for i = 1:length(AllLines)
line = AllLines{i};
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% find the directional vector and
%
normal (perpendicular) vector of a line
n = [(line(1,1)-line(2,1));(line(1,2)-line(2,2))]; % directional
v = [-n(2,:);n(1,:)]/norm([-n(2,:);n(1,:)]); % normal
% move the line in perpendicular direction
foldline1 = line - v’*FW/2;
foldline2 = line + v’*FW/2;
% output
FoldlineLib = [FoldlineLib; foldline1 ; NaN,NaN ; ...
foldline2 ; NaN,NaN];
end
end
%%%%%%%%%% Remove Intersection %%%%%%%%%%
function NewLineLib = remove_intersection(LineLib,CheckLineLib,FW)
% This function finds where the lines intersect and
%
segments the lines for final pattern.
% This process is to compensate for the widths of the folds.
% Input:
%
’LineLib’ is an array of library of the lines to be checked
%
’CheckLineLib’ is an array of library of the lines to check against
% Output:
%
’NewLineLib’ is an array with NaN row separation
%
with segmented lines
% initialize
NewLineLib = [];
AllLines = find_line(LineLib);
% put all lines into cell without NaN
AllCheckLines = find_line(CheckLineLib);
% put all check lines into cell without NaN
for i = 1:length(AllLines)
% line of interest sorted
line = sortline(AllLines{i});
segment_pts = [];
for j = 1:length(AllCheckLines)
% check line to check against
check_line = sortline(AllCheckLines{j});
% put both line and check line into an array
XY = [line;check_line];
x = XY(:,1);
y = XY(:,2);
% calculate the slopes of the lines for a given threshold
%
threshold is to ensure near 0 value
%
to be considered flat
slope_threshold = 0.01;
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mLine = atan2((y(2)-y(1)),(x(2)-x(1)));
mCheckLine = atan2((y(4)-y(3)),(x(4)-x(3)));
% check if lines have intersection
%
if intersectX and intersectY are Inf or NaN,
%
the lines are parallel
%
’within_range’ is to check if the intersection point
%
lies within the line not extrapolated
[intersectX,intersectY,within_range] = ...
find_intersection(line,check_line);
segmented = 0; % start with assuming line is not segmented
% if lines are parallel
%
but the intersection point lies within range
if abs(mLine - mCheckLine) < slope_threshold && within_range
% check if lines are colinear
% reference: http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Collinear.html
if x(1)*(y(2)-y(3))+x(2)*(y(3)-y(1))+x(3)*(y(1)-y(2))...
== 0
% check if lines have any overlapping points
overlapping = intersect(line,check_line,’rows’);
% segment the colinear lines
% if size of overlapping is 2 rows,
%
it is the same line
% if size of overlapping is 1 row or empty,
%
the lines are different and need to be segmented
if ˜isempty(overlapping) && size(overlapping,1) == 1
% check which line is shorter and
%
choose whether to segment line or check line
if norm((line(1,:))’-(line(2,:))’) >...
norm((check_line(1,:))’...
-(check_line(2,:))’)
segmenting =...
setdiff(check_line,line,’rows’);
% find the segment (intersecting) point
% segment the line
segment1 = ...
[line(1,1),line(1,2);...
segmenting(1),segmenting(2)];
segment2 = ...
[segmenting(1),segmenting(2);...
line(2,1),line(2,2)];
segmented = 1;
% indicator for line segmentation
else
segmenting = ...
setdiff(line,check_line,’rows’);
% find the segment (intersecting) point
% segment the line
segment1 = ...
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[check_line(1,1),check_line(1,2);...
segmenting(1),segmenting(2)];
segment2 = ...
[segmenting(1),segmenting(2);...
check_line(2,1),check_line(2,2);];
segmented = 1;
% indicator for line segmentation
end
end
end
% if the lines are not parallel and have defined
%
intersection point
elseif isfinite(intersectX) && isfinite(intersectY)...
&& within_range
% segment the line
segment1 = [line(1,1),line(1,2);intersectX,intersectY];
segment2 = [intersectX,intersectY;line(2,1),line(2,2)];
segmented = 1;
end
% store all intersection point
if segmented
segment_pts = [segment_pts;intersectX,intersectY];
end
end
% if there are multiple intersecting points, sort the points in
%
order for segment lines
if size(segment_pts,1) > 1
segment_pts = sortline(segment_pts);
end
segment_pts = [line(1,:);segment_pts;line(2,:)];
% original line endpoints added
new_line = []; % array to store new line info
if size(segment_pts,1) > 2
for pt = 1:size(segment_pts,1)-1
segment = [segment_pts(pt,:);segment_pts(pt+1,:)];
segment_length = norm((segment(1,:))’-(segment(2,:))’);
% if a segment is smaller than a threshold (FW), delete
if segment_length > 2*FW
new_line = [new_line;segment;NaN,NaN];
end
end
else
new_line = [line;NaN,NaN];
end
% output
NewLineLib = [NewLineLib; new_line];
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end
end
%%%%%%%%%% Outerbox Generator %%%%%%%%%%
function outerbox = outerbox_generator(LineLib)
% This function generates the final cut pattern as well as the outerbox
% Input:
%
’LineLib’ is an array of library of all lines
% Output:
%
’outerbox’ is the array with NaN row separation for the outerbox
% define outerbox using the max and min values
xMax = max(LineLib(:,1));
xMin = min(LineLib(:,1));
yMax = max(LineLib(:,2));
yMin = min(LineLib(:,2));
outerbox = [xMax yMax; xMax yMin; NaN NaN;
xMax yMin; xMin yMin; NaN NaN;
xMin yMin; xMin yMax; NaN NaN;
xMin yMax; xMax yMax; NaN NaN];
end
%%%%%%%%%% Complete Pattern %%%%%%%%%%
function OuterBoxed = complete_pattern(LineLib,outerbox,FW,fabrication)
% This function generates the final cut pattern as well as the outerbox
% Input:
%
’LineLib’ is an array of library of all lines
% Output:
%
’OuterBoxed’ is an array with NaN row separation with final lines
% initialize
OuterBoxed = [];
xMax = max(LineLib(:,1));
xMin = min(LineLib(:,1));
yMax = max(LineLib(:,2));
yMin = min(LineLib(:,2));
% check for completeness (all lines should be intersecting
%
with another line at its endpoints)
AllLines = find_line(LineLib);
OuterboxLines = find_line(outerbox);
segmented_outerbox = {[],[],[],[]};
for i = 1:length(AllLines)
% line of interest
line = sortline(AllLines{i});
% check if there is a line that is not complete
intersecting_pt =...
find(ismembertol(LineLib,line,’ByRows’,true));
% check against other lines
intersecting_Xpt_outerbox =...
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find(ismembertol(outerbox(:,1),line(:,1)));
% check against outerbox x coordinate
intersecting_Ypt_outerbox =...
find(ismembertol(outerbox(:,2),line(:,2)));
% check against outerbox y coordinate
% if there are enough intersecting points, line is
if length(intersecting_pt) - 2 >= 2
line_complete = 1;
else
% if the line is not complete but is completed
%
outerbox, then line is complete, but still
%
the intersection point
if length(intersecting_Xpt_outerbox)...
+ length(intersecting_Ypt_outerbox) >=
line_complete = 0;
% line is complete but set to 0
%
to find intersection pts
else
line_complete = 0;
end
end

complete

with the
need to find

1

% if line is not complete, complete it
if ˜line_complete
% find the intersecting points to the outerbox lines
intersection_point = [];
intersection_dist = [];
intersection_row_num = [];
for j = 1:length(OuterboxLines)
check_line = OuterboxLines{j};
% check if there are any intersecting points
%
between the line and current outerbox line
[intersectX,intersectY,˜] = ...
find_intersection(line,check_line);
tol = eps(1); % tolerance with outerbox
% if there is an intersecting point and
%
it is within range, proceed
if isfinite(intersectX) && isfinite(intersectY)...
&& intersectX <= xMax + tol...
&& intersectX >= xMin - tol...
&& intersectY <= yMax + tol...
&& intersectY >= yMin - tol
% find the distance to the intersecting point
%
from the two endpoints of the line and choose
%
the smaller one
d1 = norm([intersectX,intersectY]-line(1,:));
d2 = norm([intersectX,intersectY]-line(2,:));
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if d1 < d2
row_number = 1;
d = d1;
elseif d1 > d2
row_number = 2;
d = d2;
end
% if the line to intersection point is longer
%
than the line itself or actually in contact
%
with the outerbox (zero distance),
%
or too far away from the line of interest
%
ignore that point
tol_intersect = norm(line(1,:)-line(2,:))/10;
if (d >= -tol) && (d < tol_intersect)
intersection_row_num = ...
[intersection_row_num;row_number];
intersection_point = ...
[intersection_point;intersectX,intersectY];
intersection_dist = [intersection_dist;d];
segmented_outerbox{j} = ...
[segmented_outerbox{j};intersection_point];
check = 1;
else
check = 0;
end
end
end
% if there are no intersection_dist,
%
that means line is complete
if isempty(intersection_dist)
continue
% if not, convert line to make it complete
else
[˜,minDist_idx] = min(intersection_dist);
row_num = intersection_row_num(minDist_idx);
if row_num == 1
line(1,:) = intersection_point(minDist_idx,:);
elseif row_num == 2
line(2,:) = intersection_point(minDist_idx,:);
end
end
end
OuterBoxed = [OuterBoxed;line;NaN,NaN];
end
% build segmented outerbox lines
outerbox_segmented = [];
for j = 1:length(OuterboxLines)
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outerbox_line = sortline(OuterboxLines{j});
current_segmented_outerbox = segmented_outerbox{j};
% if the segment pts are far enough the lines should be made
%
between them
if norm(current_segmented_outerbox(1,:)...
-current_segmented_outerbox(2,:)) > 3*FW
segmented_outerbox_pts = sortline(segmented_outerbox{j});
% if the segment pts are close enough
%
the lines should not be made between them
else
segmented_outerbox_pts = ...
sortline([outerbox_line(1,:);
sortline(segmented_outerbox{j});
outerbox_line(2,:)]);
end
for k = 1:2:size(segmented_outerbox_pts,1)
outerbox_segmented = [outerbox_segmented;
segmented_outerbox_pts(k,:);
segmented_outerbox_pts(k+1,:);
NaN,NaN];
end
end
if strcmp(fabrication,’Heidelberg’)
% for Heidelberg files, segmented outerbox is preferred
OuterBoxed = [OuterBoxed;outerbox_segmented];
elseif strcmp(fabrication,’Green_Laser’)
% ofr Green laser files, outer box is preferred
OuterBoxed = [OuterBoxed;outerbox];
end
end
%%%%%%%%%% Find Intersection %%%%%%%%%%
function [intersectX,intersectY,within_range] =...
find_intersection(line,check_line)
% This function finds the intersection point of two lines
% Input:
%
’line’ and ’check_line’ are two lines to find intersection for
% Output:
%
’intersectX’ and ’intersectY’ are X and Y coordinate of intersection
%
point - these are Inf or NaN if there are no intersection point
%
’within_range’ is 1 if in range 0 if out of range of the two lines
% Reference:
%
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/...
%
35606-line-line-intersection-2d
%
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/27928373/...
%
how-to-check-whether-two-lines-intersect-or-not
% initialize
XY = [line;check_line];
x = XY(:,1);
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y = XY(:,2);
% find the intersection point using determinants
denominator = det([(x(1)-x(2)),(y(1)-y(2));...
(x(3)-x(4)),(y(3)-y(4))]);
intersectX = det([det([x(1) y(1);x(2) y(2)]), (x(1)-x(2));...
det([x(3) y(3);x(4) y(4)]), (x(3)-x(4))])/denominator;
intersectY = det([det([x(1) y(1);x(2) y(2)]), (y(1)-y(2));...
det([x(3) y(3);x(4) y(4)]), (y(3)-y(4))])/denominator;
tol = eps(9); % tolerance for comparison
% check if the
within_range =
intersectX
intersectX
intersectX
intersectY
intersectY
intersectY
intersectY

intersection point lies within the range of the lines
intersectX <= max(x(1:2)) + tol &&...
<= max(x(3:4)) + tol &&...
>= min(x(1:2)) - tol &&...
>= min(x(3:4)) - tol &&...
<= max(y(1:2)) + tol &&...
<= max(y(3:4)) + tol &&...
>= min(y(1:2)) - tol &&...
>= min(y(3:4)) - tol;

end
%%%%%%%%%% Find Line %%%%%%%%%%
function AllLines = find_line(LineLib)
% This function converts array of line separated by NaN rows into
%
individual cell
% Input:
%
’LineLib’ is an array of library of all lines
% Output:
%
’AllLines’ is a cell array with all the lines as individual cell
%
element
% initialize
count = 0; j = 1;
AllLines = cell(size(LineLib,1)/3,1);
for i = 1:size(LineLib,1)
count = count + 1;
% if the row is NaN row, the previous two rows are a single line
if isnan(LineLib(i))
if count == 3 % line with two endpoints defined
line = [LineLib(i-2,:);LineLib(i-1,:)];
% output
AllLines{j} = line;
j = j + 1;
end
count = 0;
end
end
end
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%%%%%%%%%% Innerbox Generator %%%%%%%%%%
function InnerBoxLines = innerbox_generator(LineLib,FW)
% initialize
InnerBoxLines = [];
AllLines = find_line(LineLib);
for i = 1:length(AllLines)
line = AllLines{i};
% find the directional vector and normal (perpendicular) vector
%
of a line
n = [(line(1,1)-line(2,1));(line(1,2)-line(2,2))];
% directional vector
v = [-n(2,:);n(1,:)]/norm([-n(2,:);n(1,:)]);
% normal vector
% move the line in perpendicular direction
innerboxline = line - v’*FW/2;
% output
InnerBoxLines = [InnerBoxLines; innerboxline ; NaN,NaN];
end
end
%%%%%%%%%% Sortline %%%%%%%%%%
function line = sortline(line)
% This function sorts a line
% Input:
%
’line’ is a 2x2 array with [x1,y1;x2,y2];
% Output:
%
’line’ is sorted line (line is oriented to positive x,y direction)
% if y values are the same, the line is vertical
if abs(line(1,2) - line(2,2)) <= 0 + eps(2)
line = sortrows(line); % sort according to x value
else
line = sortrows(line,2,’ascend’); % sort according to y value
end
end

D.1.1

Additional Function

function DashedLine = dashedline_generator(line,w,g,l)
% create a dahsed line given a cell ’line’
% Inputs:
%
’line’ is an array in which each element has [X,Y] coordinates
%
X and Y are column vectors containing the two ends of the line
%
’w’ is the width of the dash
%
’g’ is the gap between the dash
%
’l’ is the length of the dash
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% Output:
%
’DashedLine’ is an array with X, Y coordinates
%% Generate Dashed Line
if line(1,2) == line(2,2)
temp = sortrows(line,1);
else
temp = sortrows(line,2);
end
x1 = temp(1,1); y1 = temp(1,2);
x2 = temp(2,1); y2 = temp(2,2);
slope = (y2-y1)/(x2-x1);
theta = atan2((y2-y1),(x2-x1));
if theta < 0
theta = theta + pi;
end

if slope == inf
%% vertical lines
% first dash
X1 = x1 - w/2;
X2 = x1 + w/2;
x = [X1;X1;X2;X2;X1;NaN];
X = x;
Y1 = y1;
Y2 = y1+l;
y = [Y1;Y2;Y2;Y1;Y1;NaN];
Y = y;
plot(x,y)
% iterate dashes
while Y2+l+g < y2
X = [X;x];
Y1 = Y2+g;
Y2 = Y1+l;
y = [Y1;Y2;Y2;Y1;Y1;NaN];
Y = [Y;y];
plot(x,y)
end
% last dash
if Y2+g < y2
X = [X;x];
Y1 = Y2+g;
y = [Y1;y2;y2;Y1;Y1;NaN];
Y = [Y;y];
plot(x,y)
end
elseif slope == 0
%% horizontal line
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% first dash
Y1 = y1 - w/2;
Y2 = y1 + w/2;
y = [Y1;Y1;Y2;Y2;Y1;NaN];
Y = y;
X1 = x1;
X2 = x1+l;
x = [X1;X2;X2;X1;X1;NaN];
X = x;
plot(x,y)
% iterate dashes
while X2+l+g < x2
Y = [Y;y];
X1 = X2+g;
X2 = X1+l;
x = [X1;X2;X2;X1;X1;NaN];
X = [X;x];
plot(x,y)
end
% last dash
if X2+g < x2
Y = [Y;y];
X1 = X2+g;
x = [X1;x2;x2;X1;X1;NaN];
X = [X;x];
plot(x,y)
end
else
%% other Line
% first dash
X1 = x1 - w/2*sin(theta);
X2 = x1 + w/2*sin(theta);
X3 = x1 - w/2*sin(theta) + l*cos(theta);
X4 = x1 + w/2*sin(theta) + l*cos(theta);
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

=
=
=
=

y1
y1
y1
y1

+
+
-

w/2*cos(theta);
w/2*cos(theta);
w/2*cos(theta) + l*sin(theta);
w/2*cos(theta) + l*sin(theta);

x = [X1;X3;X4;X2;X1;NaN];
X = x;
y = [Y1;Y3;Y4;Y2;Y1;NaN];
Y = y;
plot(x,y)
% iterate dash
while Y4+l*sin(theta)+g*sin(theta) < y2-w/2*cos(theta)
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X1 = X3 + g*cos(theta);
X2 = X4 + g*cos(theta);
X3 = X1 + l*cos(theta);
X4 = X2 + l*cos(theta);
x = [X1;X3;X4;X2;X1;NaN];
X = [X;x];
Y1 = Y3 + g*sin(theta);
Y2 = Y4 + g*sin(theta);
Y3 = Y1 + l*sin(theta);
Y4 = Y2 + l*sin(theta);
y = [Y1;Y3;Y4;Y2;Y1;NaN];
Y = [Y;y];
plot(x,y)
end
% last dash
if Y4 + g*sin(theta) < y2 - w/2*cos(theta)
X1 = X3 + g*cos(theta);
X2 = X4 + g*cos(theta);
x = [X1;x2-w/2*sin(theta);x2+w/2*sin(theta);X2;X1;NaN];
X = [X;x];
Y1 = Y3 + g*sin(theta);
Y2 = Y4 + g*sin(theta);
y = [Y1;y2+w/2*cos(theta);y2-w/2*cos(theta);Y2;Y1;NaN];
Y = [Y;y];
plot(x,y)
end
end
%% Ouput
DashedLine = [X,Y];
end

D.2

Flashers

Based on the design presented in Ref. [17]
function allLines = flasher_origami(L,˜,n)
% Generate "Flasher" design
% Reference: https://www.instructables.com/id/Origami-Flasher-1/
%
Input:
%
’L’ is overall side length of the design (LxL square)
%
’n’ is number of grid (nxn grid) and should be an odd number
%
Output:
%
’allLine’ is a structure with fields:
%
Mcenterline, Vcenterline, foldline
%
each field is [X,Y] array of points
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Figure D.1. Example of flasher crease pattern tessellation

%% Parameters
a = L/n;
% length of a unit grid
N = n/14;
%% Unit Cell on 1st quadrant
% Plotting options
MFColor = ’b’;
VFColor = ’r’;
CColor = ’g’;
MFLineWidth = 1.1;
VFLineWidth = 1.1;
CLineWidth = 1.1;
% [x1,y1;x2,y2]
% Mountain Fold centerline
MV = [N*a,-N*a ; N*a,7*N*a];
MSV = [5*N*a,3*N*a ; 5*N*a,7*N*a];
MH = [5*N*a,3*N*a ; 7*N*a,3*N*a];
MD = [3*N*a,N*a ; 5*N*a,3*N*a];
Mline = {MV,MSV,MH,MD};
% Valley Fold centerline
VFD = [N*a,-N*a ; 3*N*a,N*a];
VV = [3*N*a,N*a ; 3*N*a,7*N*a];
VH = [3*N*a,N*a ; 7*N*a,N*a];
VSD = [5*N*a,3*N*a ; 7*N*a,5*N*a];
Vline = {VFD,VV,VH,VSD};
% Innerbox line
I1 = [N*a,-N*a;N*a,N*a];
I2 = [N*a,N*a;-N*a,N*a];
I3 = [-N*a,N*a;-N*a,-N*a];
I4 = [-N*a,-N*a;N*a,-N*a];
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%
%
%
%

vertical line
small vertical line
small horizontal line
diagonal line

%
%
%
%

first diagonal line
vertical line
horizontal line
second diagonal line

ILineLib = [I1;NaN,NaN;
I2;NaN,NaN;
I3;NaN,NaN;
I4;NaN,NaN];
%% Full Pattern
%figure(’Name’,’Original Crease Pattern’)
%hold on;
xlim([-n/2*a,n/2*a])
ylim([-n/2*a,n/2*a])
% Grid
for i = 1:n
vertgrid = plot([-n/2*a + a*i,-n/2*a + a*i],[-n/2*a,n/2*a],...
’Color’,[0.7 0.7 0.7]);
horzgrid = plot([-n/2*a,n/2*a],[-n/2*a + a*i,-n/2*a + a*i],...
’Color’,[0.7 0.7 0.7]);
end
% Centerline
MLineLib = [];
VLineLib = [];
for j = 1:4
for i = 1:length(Mline)
M = Mline{i};
V = Vline{i};
M = rotate_line(M);
V = rotate_line(V);
plot(M(:,1),M(:,2),’Color’,MFColor,’LineWidth’,MFLineWidth);
plot(V(:,1),V(:,2),’Color’,VFColor,’LineWidth’,VFLineWidth);
Mline{i} = M;
Vline{i} = V;
MLineLib = [MLineLib;M;NaN,NaN];
VLineLib = [VLineLib;V;NaN,NaN];
end
end
hold off;
%% Output
allLines.Mline = MLineLib; % mountain fold
allLines.Vline = VLineLib; % valley fold
%% Funtions
function line
% rotate line
line(:,[1
line(:,1)
end

= rotate_line(line)
by 90 deg counter-clockwise about the origin
2]) = line(:,[2 1]);
= -line(:,1);
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end

D.3

Miura-Ori

Figure D.2. Example of Miura-Ori crease pattern tessellation
function allLines = MiuraOri_origami(L,m,n)
% Generate "Miura-ori" Design
% Reference:
%
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miura_fold
%
https://www.pnas.org/content/110/9/3276
%% Parameters
a = L/n; % [cm] vertical length of a unit cell
b = a;
% horizontal length of a unit cell
%% Full Pattern
MH = [];
MV = [];
VH = [];
VV = [];
for i = 1:n
for j = 1:m
if i < n
VV = [VV; b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1);b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1)+a/2 ;
NaN,NaN; b*i,a*(j-1)+a/2;b*i,a*j ; NaN,NaN];
MV = [MV; b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1)+a/2;b*(i-1)+a/2,a*j ;
NaN,NaN; b*i,a*(j-1);b*i,a*(j-1)+a/2 ; NaN,NaN];
else
VV = [VV; b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1);b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1)+a/2;
NaN,NaN];
MV = [MV; b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1)+a/2;b*(i-1)+a/2,a*j;
NaN,NaN];
end
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if j < m
VH = [VH; b*(i-1),a*j;b*(i-1)+a/2,a*j ; NaN,NaN;
b*(i-1)+a/2,a*j;b*i,a*j ; NaN,NaN];
end
MH = [MH; b*(i-1),a*(j-1)+a/2;b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1)+a/2 ; NaN,NaN;
b*(i-1)+a/2,a*(j-1)+a/2;b*i,a*(j-1)+a/2 ; NaN,NaN];
end
end
MLineLib = [MH;MV];
VLineLib = [VH;VV];
% Offset so that the center point is at the origin
Xmax = max(MLineLib(:,1));
Xmin = min(MLineLib(:,1));
Ymax = max(MLineLib(:,2));
Ymin = min(MLineLib(:,2));
Xoff = (Xmax+Xmin)/2; Yoff = (Ymax+Ymin)/2;
Xdist = (Xmax-Xmin); Ydist = (Ymax-Ymin);
MLineLib = MLineLib - ones(size(MLineLib,1),1).*[Xoff,Yoff];
VLineLib = VLineLib - ones(size(VLineLib,1),1).*[Xoff,Yoff];
%% Plot
plot(MLineLib(:,1),MLineLib(:,2),’Color’,’b’)
plot(VLineLib(:,1),VLineLib(:,2),’Color’,’r’)
%% Output
allLines.Mline = MLineLib; % mountain fold
allLines.Vline = VLineLib; % valley fold
end

D.4

Waterbomb

Based on the design presented in Ref. [234]
D.4.1

Repeating Waterbomb

function allLines = waterbomb_origami(L,m,n)
% Generate "Waterbomb" Design
% Reference: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-27877-1
%% Parameters
a = L/n; % [cm] side-length of a unit cell
%% Full Pattern
% Assume bottom left to be origin
MD = []; % diagonal mountain foldline
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Figure D.3. Example of repeating waterbomb crease pattern tessellation

VV = []; % vertical valley foldline
VH = []; % horizontal valley foldline
for i = 1:n
for j = 1:m
if i ˜= n
VV = [VV; a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1)+a/2;
NaN,NaN; a/2+a*(i-1),a/2*j;a/2+a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN;
a+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a+a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN];
else
VV = [VV; a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1)+a/2;
NaN,NaN; a/2+a*(i-1),a/2*j;a/2+a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN];
end
if j < m
VH = [VH ; a*(i-1),a*j;a*i,a*j ; NaN,NaN];
end
MD = [MD ; a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1) ; NaN,NaN;
a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1);a*i,a*j ; NaN,NaN;
a*i,a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1) ; NaN,NaN;
a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1);a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN];
end
end
MLineLib = MD;
VLineLib = [VV;VH];
MFColor = ’b’;
VFColor = ’r’;
% Offset so that the center point is at the origin
Xmax = max(MLineLib(:,1));
Xmin = min(MLineLib(:,1));
Ymax = max(MLineLib(:,2));
Ymin = min(MLineLib(:,2));
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Xoff = (Xmax+Xmin)/2; Yoff = (Ymax+Ymin)/2;
Xdist = (Xmax-Xmin); Ydist = (Ymax-Ymin);
MLineLib = MLineLib - ones(size(MLineLib,1),1).*[Xoff,Yoff];
VLineLib = VLineLib - ones(size(VLineLib,1),1).*[Xoff,Yoff];
plot(MLineLib(:,1),MLineLib(:,2),’Color’,MFColor)
plot(VLineLib(:,1),VLineLib(:,2),’Color’,VFColor)
%% Output
allLines.Mline = MLineLib; % mountain fold
allLines.Vline = VLineLib; % valley fold
end

D.4.2

”Stent” Waterbomb

Figure D.4. Example of waterbomb-base crease pattern tessellation often used for stent
designs
function allLines = stent_origami(L,m,n)
% Generate "Stent" Design
% Reference: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-27877-1
%% Parameters
a = L/n; % [cm] side-length of a unit cell
%% Full Pattern
% Assume bottom left to be origin
MD = []; % diagonal mountain foldline
VV = []; % vertical valley foldline
VH = []; % horizontal valley foldline
for i = 1:n
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for j = 1:m
if mod(j,2) == 0
if i ˜= n
VV = [VV; a+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a+a*(i-1),a*(j-1)+a/2;
NaN,NaN; a+a*(i-1),a/2*j;a+a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN;
a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN];
else
VV = [VV; a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*j;
NaN,NaN];
end
if j < m
VH = [VH ; a*(i-1),a*j;a*i,a*j ; NaN,NaN];
end
MD = [MD ; a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a*i,a/2+a*(j-1); NaN,NaN;
a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*j; NaN,NaN;
a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1); NaN,NaN;
a/2+a*(i-1),a*j;a*i,a/2+a*(j-1); NaN,NaN];
else
if i ˜= n
VV = [VV; a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1)+a/2;
NaN,NaN; a/2+a*(i-1),a/2*j;a/2+a*(i-1),a*j;
NaN,NaN; a+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a+a*(i-1),a*j ; NaN,NaN];
else
VV = [VV; a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a*(j-1)+a/2;
NaN,NaN; a/2+a*(i-1),a/2*j;a/2+a*(i-1),a*j;
NaN,NaN];
end
if j < m
VH = [VH ; a*(i-1),a*j;a*i,a*j ; NaN,NaN];
end
MD = [MD ; a*(i-1),a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1); NaN,NaN;
a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1);a*i,a*j; NaN,NaN;
a*i,a*(j-1);a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1); NaN,NaN;
a/2+a*(i-1),a/2+a*(j-1);a*(i-1),a*j; NaN,NaN];
end
end
end
MLineLib = MD;
VLineLib = [VV;VH];
MFColor = ’b’;
VFColor = ’r’;
% Offset so that the center point is at the origin
Xmax = max(MLineLib(:,1));
Xmin = min(MLineLib(:,1));
Ymax = max(MLineLib(:,2));
Ymin = min(MLineLib(:,2));
Xoff = (Xmax+Xmin)/2; Yoff = (Ymax+Ymin)/2;
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Xdist = (Xmax-Xmin); Ydist = (Ymax-Ymin);
MLineLib = MLineLib - ones(size(MLineLib,1),1).*[Xoff,Yoff];
VLineLib = VLineLib - ones(size(VLineLib,1),1).*[Xoff,Yoff];
plot(MLineLib(:,1),MLineLib(:,2),’Color’,MFColor)
plot(VLineLib(:,1),VLineLib(:,2),’Color’,VFColor)
%% Output
allLines.Mline = MLineLib; % mountain fold
allLines.Vline = VLineLib; % valley fold
end
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